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burg belonged to ibe German confederation

So much gossip has been going on lately
40

In

diplomaticand other circles respecting

....

10

the mairiageof Prince Henri of the Neth-

1866? Then come the military reasons: “An independent Holland Is a door
open on the Fatherland*,"the maritime
reasons, “Gbhnsn trade sod navy want
their coast on the German ocean;” the
financial reasont “Holland Is one of the
wealthiest countries In Europe;” the colonial reason, “Holland possesses the
finest colonies in the world, next to England
add It is a pity that such colonies should
up

to

IS
H„ Llvorv and Hale Huble. Office Claverseed,fl lb ..................
V dozen ...................
0 erlands, with the Princess Mary of Prussia,
OFFICE j VAN LANDEOEND'8 BLOCK.
13 and barn on Market street.Everythingfirst* Eggs,
Honey, ^
....................... (ft 15 daughterof Prityp. FredericCharles, that
class.*
Hay,
ton...... .................8 SO (ft ....
0. J. E0E3BUE5, Editor and Publisher.
V bushel ................ (ft 1 00 U may be out of place to specify some of
VJTBBBLINK, J. H., Livery and Sale 8Uble; Onions,
Poutoes,|l bashel ...............(ft 25
ll
Office
of
Dally
Stage
Line
to
Sangatuck,
9th
the chief aspects of the question. The
HUM Or 8VB3CMWI0?^2.00p»?7«rln limea.
Timothy Seed, f bushel ........... (ft 2 00
Street,near Market.
Wool,
.................
marriage is now definitelyarranged. It
iO» PBINTINQ POOBPTLT AND NIATLY DON*.
Wood, SUvn, Etc,
is to be celebrated in June next, and may
Llqnor Sialirt.
Cordwoad, maple, dry
..... .. ........... $2 00
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
•* greet! ............... . 2 U) be considered next to an accomplished not belong to the mother German coun'T'EN HAGE.Wm..Dealer In all kindasf Liquors,
One eqatreof tenllDce,(nonpareil,) 75 cent*
beach. ary ..... ,1... .......
2 00 fact, ftjtflrl of Nassau, prince of the
Beer, Cldar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keep
try;” finally, the moral reason, Germany
Tor Hm Inaertion, and 25 cents for each subse- er of a fine Pool Table, No. W Eighth street.
*• green ............... 17#
quent Insertion for any period uufler three
Hemlock Bark ..................... 00 Netherlands,brother of the King of Holhas not tbje right to leave that band of
months.
Staves, pork, white oak ...... ........ (ftlO 00 land, a widower, and the father of a
Wagnaakiri and Blackiaitki.
Staves, Tierce,
...
12 00
German brothen— the Dutch people— qdt
| 8 m. | fl m. I 1 r.
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... (ft 2 54 princess married to the prince of Wled, is
1 Square
850 6 00 1 8 00 FlLJKEMA 4. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith Heading bolts, hardwood .......... ........ 8 75
of her pStriarchal,philosophical,aud
13 Shop. Horseshoeing and all kinds of repair- Stave bolts, softwoad ......................
now 58 yeah old. The Princess Mary,
••
5 0" 8 00 |10 00
8 25
high family circles of Influence.— Zomfcm
“
8 00 10 00 1 17 00 ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River. Stave bolts,hardwood .................... 8 00
bis betrothed, is only 28. It must not be
>4 Column
10 o0 17 00 25 00
Correspondence New York Herald.
Railroad tic .................................
10
17 00 as oo 40 oo
“
Mint Uarkati.
Shingles, A i? m... ...............
2 00 supposed,however, that on the difference
“
25 00 40 0u|«5 00
of age ulnue the world's malice finds emThe Torpedo.
drain, Food, Etc.
Yearly adYertlsers have the privilege ol three IkUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN, New Meat MarWhest,
white
W
bushel
......
new
©105
ployment.
13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
chnngea.
Corn, shelled H bushel ............ 88
THE DAWN OF A NEW BRA IN THE POLIkinds of sausages constantly on hand.
BuslnoseCards In City Directory, not over three
It is rumored, in connection with the aplines, $i.00 per annum.
TICAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD.
ITUITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and a&rfar:::::::::.-::
Bran, * ton .......................
@ 15 q,, proaching marriage, that there is afloat a
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
lished whitoutcharge for aibsoribeis.
Feed. W ton ......................18 00 scheme lor the abdication of the crown ot
Under the auspices of the Navy Depart•’ V 100 .....................105
An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote ITAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Barley, W 100 lb.. ................
j oo the Netherlandsby William 111.; that his ment, Captain John Ericson and Mr. Asa
the expiration of the Snbscriptlou.Two XX sigand Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
and twine; 8th street.
...............110 eldest sou and heir, the prince of Orange, Weeks are now maturing their particular
HT" All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.
Pearl Barley, f 100ft ..............8 00
4 00 having resolved never to marry, would at experimentswhich she, It }i believed,
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Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
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Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday and Monday.
t Dally except Saturday.
[ Mondays only.
All other trilns dally except Sundays.
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MATRAU,

H. C.

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,
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A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
rl. 8. W. cor. Public Square.
B.

A

Office at their

E„ Surgeons and Phyilclans.
residence, Overysel, Mich.

at

L.

Office
atreot opposite

:-

±J- corner Eleventh and River

The

occasionlly allows his friends of the fairer

prints can be found
at
Harrington’sat 5 ceota per yard.
Neither can it be divulginga state secret
Liver is King.
to mention that the prince of Orange (who

whole human

Compound.

Tobacco aal Cigars.

0

A

V
street.

,

Hotel.

B»ot«

TTKROLD, E., Mannfactnrer of and dealer in
Al. Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.,
Eighth street.

•
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school suit, for three dollars and

.

fifty cents, at the

Cheap Cash Store of

E. J.

I. 0. Of 0. ?.

Holland City

aid Bhou.

HARRINGTON.

Buddings Arnica

The

all kinds of Skin Eruptions.

pursuits.

Whether the king himself and
ful heir look

the same

This

salve

upon

light

his right-

the matter exactly in

as their liege subjects Is

more doubtful, though
taken for granted by

it

seems

many.

At

in be

all events,

alleged that the pecuniary embarrass-

have now come to a
dreadful climax; that a lump of money,
with a large pension, would easily settle
the question, and even that it Is already
the pair

side of the Case, and it must
that

if

there was nothing elee

be left aside,

among

of European gossip.

it

deservedly

other similar pieces

Under the

-
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Bnes’ Fan^y aools8To?l
fumeries. River street. ’ ......

is

.

runitun.
^ CO., Dealersin

Pi

all

D,j^Ca^uI“0]^yr*,,

kinds of Fur-

Toy,, Coffins,

roMiin.

T^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and

Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on band; cor. Eighth and Market st.

> The undersigned,Dr. L. £. Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Accoucheur to the pnblic at large, and
whereas he pays particularattention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City o! Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he Can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 p. m,

If
Cali

Yon Intend
at

to Paint,

the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,

and examine the

Scheldt— thatli

to say, of the great water-

the Napoleouian theory.

who

The teamed

Ret as the vanguard of the

soldier have taken good care

These paints are mixed ready for the to prepare the Blsmarkian pendant to the
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be ap- above and according to them Holland U
plied by any person. Sample cards free, an undoubtedly German land, or rather
the coast itself of Germany on the Gerfrhite Lead, Oils, VarnUh, Brushes,
L. E. BEST, JL D.
man ocean. Are not its sons of German
very
5-18sr
O veuybel Sept 99, 1878.
race? Do they not speak a branch of the
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75
While coughs and colds are very prev- •Id Deutsche tongue? Is not their Gercents per yard just received at
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s manic slang closely akin to the patois
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Cough and Lung
tf
spoken in the Rhenish provinces of

Syrup.

Lippinoott’i Magazine.

“Easter on the Riviera” is the

title

of

opening paper of Llppincott’sMaga-

it

ways of the French empire.” Such was

Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors. Pomeranian

^

prettilycolored frontispiece.

the recent trip to Philadelphia of the New
York. Coaching Club, with illustrations
is next to an historical fatality. The low
depicting the differentstyles of equip^es,
countries, by their position as well as by from the state carriage ot Queen Elizabeth
their wealth, have always been a tempta- to the “drags” driven by Colonel Jay and
other members of the club.
tion to powerful neighbors.They preEdward King has a second arttei* on
served their indepeudence against Philip Roumania, fall of graphic sketches and
patriot would ever deign to deny,

professors

cheap.

nor too shallow for readers of nature ~
growth and intellectual attainment. The
price of single copies is 25 cts; annual subscriptiou, $3, postpaid. Address, Frank
Leslie'sPublishing House, 58, 55 & 57
Park Place, New York. In addition to
tho articles above mentioned, the June
number contains: “The history of Electricity” (18 cuts) ; "Qur Southern Frontier”
(12 views),
lews), etc.; several beautiful atories
(complete) by popular authors, and a carefully selected miscellany. There jire 123
quarto pages, nearly 100 .engravings, and a

not only on admitted

luvion nf the Rhine, the Maas and the

*

its articles,all

glimpses are given in the illustrations.
“The Four-In-Hand, and Glances at the
truth, or rather one proclaimed in every Literature of Coaching” recalls the modes
German university,and which no Ger- of traveling of a by-gone day, apropos of

Holland. This

I

Store.

Jefferson,

zine for June, and invites the reader to
aspect, however, there is a serious one.
join in the holiday excursionof a London
The undoubted fact at the bottom of the barristerand anOxft^d professoramong
question is that Prince Bismark, or rather the bewitching scenery and famous watering-places of the Maritime Alps, of which
the whole German people, want to annex

u

NOTICE.

incss.

A

:

Daniel Webster, Thomas

the
frivolous

,

,

An article in Frank Leslie's Popular
Monthly1 for June, eutitled“Torpedoes,
and their Use in Modern War,” by Lieut.Coioncl Chas. H. Webb (illustrated with
88 cuts), is highly ioteresUBg in this connection. It exhlbiu the various forms,
modes of action, and degrees of success
attending the use of the tofpedo up tb the
present time. The same number of the
Popular Monthly contains an especially
instructivearticle eutitled. “Our Ten
Great Party Leaders,” viz;: Alexander
Hamilton, Andrew Jackson. Thomas C.
Benton, John O. Calhoun, Henry Clay,

be admitted

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction II., Louis XIV., aod the Btuarts only
in every case or money refunded. Price
VJ
T. * A,X.‘
through a succession of glorious deeds,
,A RkoClab Communicationat Unity Xodok> 25 Cents per box. Tor* Sale by Heber
No. 101, F. A A; II.. will be held at Mfcaoulc Hall, Walsh, HoltHini. WCWgafi. -*
and they were not able to defend it against
rpURGUSON, B. R, Dental Surgeon. Performs
Perform HoJlaod, Mich,, on Wednesday evening. Jane
the French empire. Napoleon I., when
all operationsappertaining to Dentistry j
12, aW o’clock, sharp.
the best style of the art. Office,
B. Hbrolfi's
Horold’
ce,”over E.
A lot of firicy Colored 'shirts are Just he annexed Holland, had already at hand
David Bkbtsch, W. M.
Shoe store.
O. Briymad, Sec'v. i U'l •’TiT
received at E. J. Harrington at from 75c
a convenientgeographical theory. “Holto $1.50 each.
firagi ud Xidlolsn.
land,” >be put it through the Motritsur, “Is
MIL
— -- .. .1 in.
T30B8BURG J. q., Dealer In Drags and Medigaticcji.
For fancy striped stockingat 12 cents in reality only a part of France; it msy
A3 dues, Pdnu and OUl, Brushes,Ac^ Phy* .
r » <•: » if:, !i
a pair go to E. J. Harriogton’s Cheap Cash be fairly dented by saying that it.is an alD. M., Dental Surgeen; residenceandofflee on Eighth street,opposite Van Raalte’s
Shoe store.

world.

settled in principle. Such Ih the outward

is

/NEE,

sician a prescriptioha carefully put up: Eighth st.

t

good and timely, are written in a truly popular style, neither too
son give up forever the cares of royalty deep for young readers who, in the pursuit
and to take definitively to their favorite of knowledge, require to be entertained,
unmistakable desire of seeing father and

man

Lodge, No. I92,lndepfmdent0rder
of Odd Fellows, bolds its regular meetings at Odd
Salve* V
Fellofe^Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday1 Evening
of each week
best Salve io the world for Cuts,
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
A. Wklton, N. G.
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
N. W.Daook, R. 8.

Dntlit.

A

the question..

Lemon) has, with Stephen A. Douglas, Abraham Lincoln
filial reverence, followedin the steps of and william H. Seward, with accompanyhis royal father and exhibited a system- ing portraits— those of Clay, Calhoun and
Webster being full-length reproductions
atic taste for the life of a Parisian
from costly steel pistes,which are not to
detauvre. The consequencehas been a be duplicated. This magssiue Is certaingrowing feeling of dissatisfaction In the ly making rapid strides ahead of some of
practical soul of the Dutch people, and an its many rival aspirantsto the public favor;

it is

Is a strictly vegelable
will positivelycure Dyspepsia,Sick Headache. Acidity of Stomache, Coming up of
River street.
Food, Pain in pit-of Stomach, Low Spirits,
Watcbii and Jevaliy.
O HEUBURNE, S. W., Bleudon,Mich., Attorney
Biliousness, Constipation, Jaundice, Liver
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections. TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, Complaint, or any affection of the Stomach
OfficeIn the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A. 9J and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Mar- or Liver, in the shortest time possible.
ket and Eighth Street.
Bolks A Bros.
You are not asked to buy until you know
what you’r getting. Therefore, as you valrpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
ue your existence, do not fail to go to your
Agent. Office In Kenyon A Van Putten's bank
Eighth street.
Druggist, Heber Walsh and get a bottle
free of charge, which will show what a
Banking and IxoUngs.
recufar one dollar size bottle will do. Ask
U* S. of X*
'17’AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Colfor Dr. King's California Odden Compound,
lecting, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth
HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of and lake no other.
9-ly
Industry,moots at their Hall over, Kruisenga’s
Store, every Thursday evening.
Don’t forget to get that boy of youra a
Barberi,
1 Visiting brothers cordially Invited.

sonable

of;,

sex to call him Prince

preparationand ments of

VIC BRIDE, P. R., Attorney and Counselor at rpK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Ivl Law, and ProCtor in Admiralty. No. 11 A Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

N. W. Bacon, President.
Will. H. Hookes, R. 8. •<

and other

scenes of the Bouffes Parislennes

A beautiful lot of

Dr. Kingfs California Golden

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary Public; River street.

atanU

amusement in Paris rather than
the council chamber at The Hague.

V

rOWARD, M.

with considerably more assiduity the

places of

Liver is the imperialorgan of the
system, as it controls the
life, health and happiness ot man. When
(Ring North.
OolBg Sooth.
T KDKBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
No. 4. No. 2.
No. 3. No. 1,
STATIONS.
Aj office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL it is disturbed in its proper action, ail
p. m.
p. m.
a. m.
p. ID.
kinds of ailmentsare the natural result.
A M. L. 8. R. R. crossing.
8 00 12 15
Muskegon,
100
7 50
The digestion of food, the movements of
Ferrjsburg,
840
7 25 11 41
2 83
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon.Office, the heart and blood, the action of the
7 15 11 88
Grand Haven,
2 88
8 50
ivAat resLeace,on Twellth st., and at H. Walsh’s
Plpoon.
8 80 11 07
8 13
9 40
brain and nervous system, are all immeDrag Store.
6 35 10 40
Holland,
11 15
8 45
diately connected with the workings of the
5 07 10 18
Fillmore,
4 15 11 45
gCHOUTKN, RA. City Paysiclan. Office at D. Liver. It has been successfullyproved
9 30
Allegan,
8 55
5 00
1 15
that Green’s August Flower is unequalled
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
in curing all persons afflicted with DyspepPb3t3grspber.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with Q. R. &
sia or Liver Complaint, and all the numerI. R. R. and L. 8. 4 M. S. for Plalnwell, KalamaJ£IGGIN8, B. P. the le^ing Photographer.Gal- ous symptoms that result from an unzoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
healthy condition of the Liver and Stomach.
Sample bottlesto try, 10 cents. Positively
sold in all towns on the Western ContiSsddlin.
§usiuei5j!
nent. Three doses will prove that it is just
YTAUPELL, U., Manufacturer of and dealer iu whut you want.
Harness, Tranks, Saddles- and Whips;
Attoraiyi.
Eighth street.

Hair catting, shaving,
hair-dyeing, etc., done at reaBarber
door to the City
.....
14-ly

naval warfare out

This will, of necessity, revolutionize the
present tystettt of warfare between civilAt first sight the hypothesis has some- ized powers, and we may, therefore, at an
early day, tern of the beginningof necesthing absurd in it. Why should King
sarily improved methods in national ecoWilliam abdicate? It may be asked. Why nomy, gnd, let us hope, belter internRtlonshould the prince of Orange do the same? al policiesthan have hitherto been mutualHere the arguments brought to the front ly exerted, as a rule, by the nations of the
are of such « nature as to be with difficul-

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
' ..
T ;! ' 7-lv

Phrileisti

pnblic square.

L.

th6 bridegroom, 'prince Henri. The
Princess Mary of Prussia would ihus find

the

T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon:

p\E QROOT,
barber.
U
shampoonlng,
rates.
shop next

construction and use of this instrument
that it would in consequence devolve upon shall render the practicability1 of further

I)08T, HENRY D., Real Eitote and Imarance
Sells Tickets to principal points In the United
ty hinted at. Sufficient It is to state that
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Ool- Sta’ee and Canada. Through bills of Lading toned
lectlommade In Holland and vicinity.
and rates given for freight to all points east and the King of Holland,as the world knows,
west. Information as to rontes and connections
IXTALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers, has for several years been au habitual abv
and Insuranco Agent. Office, City Drug cheerfully furnished at
; "
sentee from his capital, and has caltivated
Store. 8th etreet.

IJEST. R.

luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.

health, no} fitted for the, royal dignity, and

L

13
,

destined to outdo all past achievements in
throne; that his second son, the Prince the torpedo line, end the time is probably
Alexander, is in consequence of 1 bad not far distant when a perfection in the

the crown of Holland in her oorbeille.

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Beadsf

lb..

fork,

V

p.m.

|

Chicago.

<i
M
II

9.25

Beef, dressed per

Ham ............................
Shoulders ..................... © 5
Tallow, per ft..... ..................... ft g
LT EALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In Turkeys. “ .... ......................«
LA Agricultural Implements; commission agent Chickens,dressed per lb. ............... a ft ?
for Mowtuu Machines* cor. 10th A River street.

of Piuggtr MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour
f 5.15 “
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
8.30 p. m.
irfiRBBEK, H. W..A CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build5.25 a. in.
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
8.35 p. m.
EoUrv Publiei

11.55 a. m.
t 9.35 p.m.

“

1878.

1,

Arrive at
Holland,

Trains.

£

H., Manufactnrerof Plows, By
Improved machinery la enabled to sell the
regalar Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr;cea than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

©

Xoatfi, EtO.

interestingdetails; “The Masons of Virginia” gives the history of a family trage-

dy by a lady personally acquainted with
the actors and events. Marion Coutbony
writes nppreciatlngly of Elizabeth Barrett

Browning. Dr. H. 8. Schell describes
some new discoveriesin “Visual Photography,” and Lttcy'H. Hooper giveri an
account of “Parisian : Maniacs aud Madhouses.”
The storiesIn this number are numerous
and varied. ii Besides the serial, “For
Percival,” and. the conclusionof Dr. Weir
Mitchell's ‘•Uephzibah Guinness,”there is
an amusing character sketch, “The Professor of Doliingen,”by/Anna Eichberg,
a pathetic story of French life, “Roe 8t.
in, and an exciting iocidentof
Jean,”
inddentof railroad
travel,
- Three of
vel, “Chased* >y,an Engine.”
ourr best poetesses, Louise Chandler Mouli, Celia
Thaxter, and Emma Lazarus
ion.
___________
oootrikdte to this number; and the
“Gossip,” betides other good things, gives
some hints on art study by Emily sartaio.
For site by aH book aod news dealers.
Terms— Yearly subscription, $4. Single
number, 85 cents. Specimen number, 20
cent. Address J. B. Lippincott & Cc.,
publishers,715 A 717 Market st, Phila-

“r“

*

- -

,

delphia.

—

_________

\

1

at the Syndney coal-minesnear Halifax, N. S.,

course of action. It was unanimouslyresolved that

COINING THE SILTER DOLLARS. are so ingenious and simple that it is no
which a number of lives the Potter resolutionwas calculated to reupen
the question of the President’s title which
wild assertion to make that, were it not
were lost and much valuable propertyde- had been settled by the action of the A Visit to the United States Mint *t Philafor the unavoidable wearing out caused
delphia.
stroyed. The accident was caused by the ex- Forty-fourth Congress, which alone had jurisdiceven the small amount of friction, the
tion to settle that question ; that the resolutionwas
plosion of gas.
J/ [From Appletons’ Journal ft* June.]
thereforerevolutionary sad calculated to serlhusly
worild run as long as the solid earth
from North Troy, v£j affect toe ’general bnsiaess of the «ountry, and
It was founded very Hearty 100 yeatt
res.’
ThMclock is hung against a
should be reflatedby all means whiflk are author- •go, and injt waa corned thjifirifcmoney
indent of the Associated ized by the rule* of the House.
pArtitiefl^
the works exused in 4hWni4e®'80lefl.^%ntfl18#,
the principal towns (hi
Thursday, May 16.— Senate.— Mr. Butler, of all the work was done by hand or horse- posed, subject to the jarrings of mathe Canadian border, and finds everywhere the
chinery and obstructionsfrom dust setmost intense excitement prevailing. The Do- Booth Carolina, submitted a concurrent resolution power; the building waa guarded by
tling on it, yet since March 1, 1877, it
providing
for
a
commission
to
whom
shall
be
reminion militia are supplied with arms and amwatch-dogs, and the artisans were supmunition, and are ready at an hour’s notice to ferred the enbject of the reform and reorganiza- plied with plentiful quantities of liquor has been running continuously and uniTHE EAST.
formly, with only slight reported variaconcentrate their forces to repel invasion on tion of the army .... Mr. Thurman offered a resoluthe ancient and
„The Providenoe
Tool Com- the Canada border. The soldiers aaj no doubt tion callingupon the Secretary of the Treasury for a^a fatigue-ration—
tions, as tested tjyrtnpiBit observationsat'
isimptaminded'citizens looking upon
pany ha8 eterted up to! complete the original exists in their minds that'anJnvMlon is imminoon. —Harrisburg Pa. ) Telegraph.
nent, and that toe Irish Nationalists are now In mention* d in the reports of the Third Auditor, and them with especial favor. The earliest
Turkish contract, of which about 100,000 rifles
. . large numbers, with the greatestsecrecy poa- the reasonsfor such disorepsney.Agreedto.... Director was appointed by Washington.
are still to be made
T7hy John Randolph Did Not Marry.
The Houee joint resolutionto print 3o0.0W copies
The original copper cents were made in
of the report of the Commissioner of Agriculture
Regarding the allegation of womanfor 1877, and 000 copies of the Colonial charters 1793, the silver dollars in 1794, and the
and coustitutipwm Mped after npBslderable discus- gold eagles in 1795. Both the metal and
sion.
TM BeiuLtw resumed WmsMeration of tbe
machinery were imported ; but in (finThe STHdloate of New York \
' • ^ ' ^utIoal.
bill to repeal the Spede-Resumptlon act, and Mr.
Matthews read an argument upon the general ing, as in many other things, the excused, when we consider the following
has deeidtd to take thd remaining 116,600, OflO The JEtepubliowi SUte Convention of financial policy of the Government,and gave notice
American has maae such progress with- incident in his earlyuifltikDdd ; * He had
of tlie $60,000, 000 of ^percent,bonds oov- £e0iu9jliuiU met at Haniabui« on the 15th that he would hereafter submit to tbe Senate a
in the century that the implements of paid his addresses to a young lady of
proposition of his own as an amendmentto toe
pendingbill.... Adjourned to Monday. v,
his own construction are now superior equal social position with himself,ssked
House.— The dead-lock in Ihp'Hoose continued, to the models after which they are, pat- .box bald in marriage and was accepted.
Adopted, ------- - ---- -----the Republicanssteadily refusing to. vote on the
The dpy oftheir nuptials was announced,
part of the 116,000,000 will be sold abroad.
terned, 'i
-I'
herenco to the pftJfeotivftpolicy and. hostility
Potter resolution for the investigationof the elec< The Treasury Department lias disThe casual visitor is welcomed froih 9 the invited guests assembled, the hour
to free trade in all its aspects, and especially
tions in Florida and Louisians. An attemptwas
for the ceremony arrived, and the priest
continued the payment of standard stlyer dol- to the Wood Tariff NIT 2. ThAt, labor being made by Mr. Stephens, of Georgia, to offer a com- . m. until noon, and is taken in hand
the sonroe of all wealth, it ie the duty of the
stood ready to- perform the functionsof
promise,
In
tbe
shspe
of
a
proposition
to
admit
the
by
polite
and
garrulous
ushers,
wlfo,
in
lar* for treasury notes at the snb-treasury in
nation to protect and encourage it, so as to amendments extendingthe Investigationto Missiscommon
with
all the other employes, his holy office.^ The bride-electsent a
secure profitableemployment to both labor
bear themselveswith the dignity that message to her affiancedhusband that
and capital. 8.i That it li the duty of
Congress to . aid to developing Amer- mentor the question until Saturday. The Demo- befits persons living in such close con- she wished to meet him privately for
tnroed toil in Uie payment of custom duties, ican commerce, and to promote the crats offered to acoept thia on condition that toe Re- tact with enormous wealth.
I’ve seen consultation ' before proceedingto the
the .persons ponoerned thereby saving the prosperityof the manhf&oturingand agri- publicans would agree not to resume their filibushymenial altar. He obeyed the sumtering, but the condition was rejected. At length $550,000,000go in and out of this place,”
premium on gold.
cultural, mining and industrial interests of the an adjournment was moved, and.thls being made a
mons, and was confronted uy her parents
said
one
of
the
employes,
os
he
led
us
country. 4. That public lands belong to the test question, 142 Democrats voted, being within
’
the ‘wkst;5
and other relatives, and asked to sign a
into
a
dimly-lighted
vaiill,
where
the
people,
and
should
be
reserved
td
actual
setr
five or a quorum.
jj i :
contract
for a marriage settlement as a
Lucan Potter, the man who is trund- tiers, so that the landlessmay be encouraged
pale bricks of silver were piled from
Friday, May 17.— Sena nc.— Notin Session.
condition
precedent to the performance
and aided in occupying them. 5., That Conroof to ceiling— 4 $550,000,000 i in
ling a wheelbarrowfrom Albany to San FranHouse.— After a stormy sessionand repeated calis
gress should extehd its constitutional power to
of the ceremony — a document prepared
twenty-eight
years,”
repeated,
cisco to eam.a purse of $1,000, passed through regulate internal commerce so as to prevent of the House the Democrats succeeded in getting a
at without his knowledge, and of the existFort Wayne; tod., a few days ago, in good con- discrimination
in freight rates, G. Denouncing quorum, and sustained the prerlous.questionoa the with particular gusto
ence of which he was now first made acdition. He started- from Albany on April 20,' the payment of Sotitoern rebel claims, and
Potter investigation resolution. Mr. Goode, of the statement our fancy immediately
and mast retfcb Sen Franciscoby Deo. 10 to get holding the Democracy responsible for the Virginia, who was- paired With a sick memtook a wild flight among the enchanting quainted. Not deigning to notice anyhis money, which is already on deposit in presentation of such claims, amounting to ber, had given notice that he would no
one present but she who had pHghted
Albany. He, has thns far averagedabout $300,000,000, 7. IndorsingGov. Hartranft’s longer be bound by toe pair. When possibilities of such treasure, for when him her love and faith, he inquired of
he cast his vote, Mr. Conger, of Michigav, Mammon mounts Pegasus no adolescent
twenty-sixmiles per day.
administration. ,1‘ 1
• • ‘M
questionedthe honor of toe proceeding, and the muse can career through realms so Lumi- her if thit demand hod been prompted
Tds great musical festival at CincinThe Ohio Democratic Convention will Virginia gentleman asserted his iurertlouof holdby others or was it her own voluntary
ing the gentleman from Michigan personally nous and varicoloredas this metallic
nati cleared upward of $30,000. •
)
.'
be held at Columbuson the 26th of June.
action.
Receiving a reply that it was an
responsiblefor any assault upon his honor. deity, who- is worshiped and despised,
Oov^ SiCTH, of, Wisconsin, has issued
The committee appointed by Speaker A scene of excitementand confusion ensued, courted and reviled, by the best jRna act of her own free will, he bade her
hot words were exchanged, and the language
adieu and retired from the assembly.
his proclamationconveningthe Legislaturein Randall to conduct toe investigationof the
of the irate members was “ taken down.” Speaker worst of men. The very contemplation
This circumstance is supposed to have
extra session on the Cth of Jane next for the Louisiana and Florida elections, provided for Randall ruled that it was all unparliamentary, if not of so immense a sum was dazzling to the
purpose of perfecting the revision of the Gen- by tbe Potter rpsolntion, is constitutedas fol- used " in a Pickwickiansense." On the final vote
had. a life-long influence on Randolph,
It Was the aggregate fortordering the previous question the Republicans ad- irnagiy tion.
ows': Clarkson N. Potter, of New York ; Wili- hered to their policy of silence, and Mr. Harrison une off 500 millionaires, the income of to have blunted the finer feelings of his
am R. Morrison*of Illinois ; Eppa Hunton, of (Democrat),of Illinois, cast the only vote in the
• Rice’s ExtravaganzaCombination is
scores of thrones and the value! of a nature, and. to bsye giv/m that cast to his
now playing a two-weeks’engagementat Hav- Virginia ; John A. McMahon, of Ohio ; J. C. B. negative.When the roll was called on the adop- state ! What a protean infinence it must characterwhich enemies have construed
Blackburn, of Kentucky ; W. B. SJanger, of tion of the resolutions,Mr. Harrison voted in the
into misanthropy.
arly’a Chicago Theater, opening with “Evange- Pennsylvania,; Thomas R. Cobb,'6f Indiana— affirmative. Messrs. Mills, ol Texas, sud Morse
a
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have exercised !— corruptingand susvoted In the negative.The Republicansdid not
taining how many lives; paying the
vote, and the resolutions were adopted without
Frank Hiaoocji, of New York ; J. D. Cox, of them, yeas 145, nays 2.
scant wages of the ten-hour laborer, and
entertainment Is the appearance of Mr. Hoi Ohio, And Thoma* B. Reed, of Maine— Republicans.
K
is
Smith BneseU in his inimitablespecialties.
Saturday, May 18.— Siwate.—Not in ses- sufficing for the extravaganceof a
princely, spendthrift; carrying happiness
The music is goodand the scenery new and
sion.
FOREIGN NEWS.
line,” fallowedthe second week with “Conrad the Corsair,'’One of the features of the

Democrats. F.
.

Butler, of Massachusetts :

"

Different Ways of Different Climes.

Edmund About says:

44

At the age of

American has tried a dozen ways
appropriate.
with
it
now,
and
then
capriciously
deof
life,
made four fortunes,a bankBy the explosion of an ammiinition .,Hquse,— Mr. Ellis, from toe Committee on E’.co- stroying the beneficiary;seducing the ruptcy, and two campaigns;pleaded a
WASHINGTON.
tlonji,repotted * resoluUpn declaringHhaUliett had
actory in Paris, twenty employes were killed
been no fair, free and peaceableelection in the virtuous and breeding sedition among cause, preached a religion, killed six men
Appointmentsby the President: Gus- and many wounded .... Advices from Bucharest Pint Congressional Districtof Booth Carolina, and the honest— forever doing good wid with a revolver, enfranchised a negress
that neither R&ln&y (the sittingmember ) nor Richtavos St, Gem, to be Surveyor of Customs at
ardson (oontes'ant)was entitled to tbe seat. .The harm by fickle strokes; forever indis^en and conquered an island. An EnglishSt. Louis; John H. Smyth, of North Carolina, to
House devoted nearly the entire <$*y to the consid- sable and forever alluring. In one of man has passed two examinations,has
eration of the Army Appropriation bill.
be Minister Resident and Consul General for the regimen _______________
his clever essays, Junius Henri Browne been attached to an embassy, founded a
at Liberia, i Africa; Charles ,, Tuttle, of men are totallyignorant of military drill.
says with Emersonian (ententiousness: counting-house, converted a Catholic,
Monday,
May
20.—
Senate.—
Mr.
Thurman,
New York, to be a,- member of the Trains of ammunition are also passing to the
from toe JudiciaryCommittee,to which waa re- 44 Cash is the cause and consequence of made a tour of the world and read the
Danube.
<
Board of Indian Commissioners;Amos
Smith, Jr., to be Collector of Internal Revenue
Advices from Japan say that Minister committedthe House bill to provide for too admis- civilization,the measure of its breadth, complete works of Sir Walter Scott. A
sion to the bar of the Supreme Court of the United and the plummet of its profundity. Frenchman has rhymed a tragedy, writat Cincinnati, vice Gen. Weitze), removed
J
©f the Interior Okubo Was murdered In the
The Senate Committeeon Pensions has agreed
States of any woman who has been a member of the Every true ideal must rest on the'ifeal, ten in two journals, received three sword
to the Home bill to increase the pensions to street by five assassins, while on his way to a bar of tbe highest court of any State or Territory
and the real to-day is the coinage of the wounds, attempted two suioids, troubled
25 an
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soldiers who have lost both arms, both legs, or Cabinet council All the assassinswere ar4
both eves, from $60 to, $75 monthly. ^There
are only silty-five of this class on the rolls,
A St. Petersburg dispatch says it is
thirty-three of whom lost both, legs and thirty
believed Count Schouvaloff has succeeded in
of whbm lost both hands and both legs.
convincing the Emperor that it is to Russia's
Capt. Eads has had a large model
interest to concede to Europe most of the de-

rested.

.

made

and placed in the basement of the Capitpi
showing1 the mouth of the .jetties,and' the
channel waahed out by their aid. iHe denies
that he has abandonedhis contractto create a
channel thirty feet deep and 800 feet wide.
President Hayea.has sent to Congress a messag& coveringthe award of the Halifax Fishery Commission, and a report on the Subject
.

.

.

for toft period of three yeart, reportedit back
with the amendment of Mr. Bargcnt, provid- mint.” The contents of the little vault the peace of fourteen husbands and
ing that no person shall be refused admissionto
changed his political opinions nineteen
the bar of the United States courts on had probably left deeper marks on the
account of eex. There was no jlaw prohibiting a world than all the books written amjthe times over. A German has scarred the
court from admitting women to the bar, and, there- sermons preached during the twenty- faces of fourteen of his intimate friends,
,

there was no necessity for this legislation.
.
Mr. CUristlancyintroduced,by request, a bill to
reorganize the (ftlrt of Claims, ...The Senate Indulged In a long and animated debate upon the
House bill to place the name of Gen, Shields on the
retired list •
the army, with the rank

fore,

.

.

eight years of the custodian’sservice.

through the deposit-room
mands formulated by England.... There has
all the metal is carefully weighed. The
been severe fighting between toe Christians and
Turks in Crete.
largest scale, with a ponderous beam And
of
Brigadier General. Mr. Sargent moved huge trays, combines extreme delicacy
A dispatch from St. Petersburg, re- of
to amend the bill by adding tbe
ferring to Count SchouvaiofTs departure, says name of Gen. Grant. This was agreed to— yeas, with its strength,and balances from
In passing

ail Republicans with the. exceptionof one ,000 ounces to the l-100th part of an
a doubt that he goes 30,
(Lamar);nays, 28, all Democrats except Oglesby.
ounce; another scale tells 3,000 ounces
back to London empowered to make conces- ....Mr. Morrill addressed the Senate In opposition
f»m the Secretaryof State. The report raised sions in accordance with the, British point of to toe bill to repeal the Resumption set.
at a time, and a third tells 300 ounces.
the queetiocof the competence of tbe CommisHouse.— The followingbills were introduced: They are adjusted several times a w^ek,
«ion to make an award without the unanimous view— nay, more, as is believed in St. PetersBy Mr. Harris, repealing tbe law Imposing erected on solid masonry, and are true
concurrence of its members, but suggests that burg, to offer great concessions."
a
tax of 1 per cent, on Slate banks; by to a grain. Having been weighed, the
Congress should appropriate the money, to be
The Albanian revolt in Old Servia has
paid at the discretion of the Executive. Home
Mr.
Shelley,of Alabama, giving the guaranteeof silver is carried to the melting-room,
has been suppressed ____ There are 30,000 Theaexpression by Congress upon the unreasonable
toe Government to the payment of 5 per cent, in- where it is mixed with cooper, in order
and unfair characterof toe award is also sug- salian refugeesin Greece. They refuse to re- terest on the bonds to be leaned by the followingto give it sufficient hardness to endure
gested,which, With the protest of the Presi- turn to their homes. Many of them are join- named companies to the following amounts : The
the friction of constant handling, and
James
River
and
Kanawha
Canal
Company,
$60,dent,) may be communicated to the British ing the Greek army ____ The Times says the
Government.
war has already cost Rusai&about X 100,000,000 000,000 ; Atlantic and Great Western Canal Compa- melted in stone crucibles, heated to
ny, $50,000,000;the Florida Coast Canal Company,
The receipts of the Patent Office from
United States Minister Seward $12,000,000;the Fprt St. Philip Canal Company, 1,800 deg. by charcoal fires. This heat
$10,000,000 ; toe Rock Island and Hennepin Canal is so intense that the workmen must proJan. 1 to May
1878, were $263,963. The ex- writes of the famine in China that the actual
Company, $13, 000, (>00; the 0«wego Canal Com- tect their hands and arms by gloves and
penditures for toe same tone, exclusiveof famine is pressing upon 15,000,000people, pany, $25,000,000;the Lexingtonand Big
Sandy Railroad Company, $5,000,000; the Ni- gauntlets. The stone crucibles are
$45,000for repairing the models injuredby toe while 60^000,000 are sufferingmore or less disagara Ship Canal Company, $14,000,000; placed within others of plumbago,in
fire, were $188,377— an excess of receipts over
tress. The crops, he says, have been good im- by Mr. Garfield,for taking toe tenth and subsequent
expendituresof $75,595. At this rate the sur- mediately around toe stricken districts,but, as censuses; by Mr. Atkina, requiring all appointments order to insure them against breaking.
plttB for the year would be $266,755. A much the food can be transportedonly on wagons or in the civil service to be distributedequally among Reduced to a molten fluid, the metal is
larger amount than has ever been derived in a pack animals, it cannot be taken thither in the CongressionalDistricts; by Mr. Crittenden, now poured into iron molds, whence it
single year.
sufficient quantitiesto save the lives of the proriding that the claim* of militia-men or non-en- emerges in the form of ingots, which are
listed persons on account of disabilities received in
people.
. . , ;
' A WASHiNaTON dispatch says 41 the
battle with rebelii or Indians shall be valid If filed
transferred to rolling-millswhich shape
There has been a serious emeute in previous to July, 1882,... The Army Appropriation them by a rapid process of attenuation
sale of the 4-per-cent bonds has already
bill was discussed.
into long, narrow slips.
reached such an amount as will shortly justify Constantinople. A body of refugees entered
Tuesday, May 21.— Senate.— Mr. Conkling,
the issue of a caU fer five million 6 per cents., toe garden of the palace inhabited by exThe coining-pressis a massive enfrom the Committee on Commerce, reportedadwhich will be replaced by 4 per cento. Shergine of mirror-like steel and brass, It
Bultan Murad and raised shouts of “Long
man denies that the Syndicate has made an
verselyon the Senate bill to authorizethe conlive the Sultan.'*The sentinelsopposed the
is fed with the blanks through a veroffer tor six hundred millions of 4 per cents,
entry of these men if to the palace, who were structionof a bridge across the Mississippi river tical brass tube ill the same way that
at par* provided it was given a monopoly of toe
at Memphis, and it was indefinitely
postponed.
fired upon and driven back. A number of
Tbe Senate resumed consideration of the bill to
sale. He says that tinder no circumstances
them were killed and wounded.... A Vienna place the name of Gen. Shields on the retired list the milling-lnachineis fed, and a very
give any banners a monopoly of the
dispatchsays the possibility of a congress of the army. The question was on concurringin charming young lady satisfiesits appefours, They wre, he considers,the people’s
seems to be generally admitted, although few the amendment of the committee of the whole tite, which demands eighty blanks a
bonds, and he intends they shall remain so.”
have confidencein its result Count Andrassy placing the name of Gen. Grant on the re- minute. Ite power is that of the toggle• Thh House Committee on Expendi- no longer has implicitfaith in that mode of tired list, and it was defeated-32 to 28— joint, and it moves with the soniferous
a strict party vote, the Republicans voting In the af.
tures in the State Departmenthas agreed to
firmativeand the Democratsin the negative.After rock of a baby-giant’scradle. As the
report articles of Impeachment against Consul
debate, Mr. Thurman moved to strikeout all after
blanks reach the bottom of the tube
General Bradford, at Shanghai
PROCEEDINGS IN CONGRESS. the enacting clause of the bill as an amendment, they are seized singly by a pair of steel
and Insert in lieu thereof a provision authorizing
THE 'SOUTH.
the Secretory of toe Interior to place toe name of feeders similar in motion to human
Wednesday, May 15.— Senate.— Mr. ‘Ferry, Gen. Shields on > the pension list, at the fingers and thumbs, and 44 carried forOoiijbEoxoB Woodcock telegraphs the
rate of 1100 & ftionth. A lengthy debate
fvoni the Committeeon Poatofflcesand Poet-Roadu,
ensued, which waa narticlpated in by Messrs. ward and lodged in the collar between
Oommissioner of Internal Revenue from Nashreported a bill regulating the oompeaMtion for the Thurman, Blaine ana Hid. The amendment
the upper and lower dies. At the same
ville, Tenn., that Special Deputy Collector
transportationof maila on laflroads,providing for oi Mr'.’Borman waa rejected-yeas, 81; nays, 33.
tbe classification of mail matter, and for other pur- The question being on toe passage of the bill,a moment the lever is descending, and, by
poses....Mr. Eustis Introduceda bill to provide vote waa token withoutfurther discussion, and it the time the planchet is in position, the
county. They were attacked by seven men. for the establishmentof mail steamship service waa. rejected— yeas, 30; nays, 84. Mr. Teller en- toggle-joint, brought into a vertical pobetween the United States and BraElI....Mr. tered a motion to reconsider the vote by which toe
Davis killed one, wounded one and captured
sition, imparts to the piece a pressure
Voorhees presenteda petition of businessmen bill waa rejected.
one of his assailants, but had to leave toe dis- of Boston rfavorin| the immediate and uncondiHouaE.— The House devoted toe entire day, in which, within the narrow limits of its
tillerywithout completing its destruction.
tional repeal of the. Specie-Resumption
act. Laid
on the table, the mil being before the Senate.... committeeof the whole, to toe consideration of the motion, is* almost incalculable. The
GENERAL.
Mr. Kirkwood submitted a resolution to print Army Appropriation bill
immediate relaxation of the joint causes
Sknob Hernandez, Governor of the 30,000 extra copies of the meeaageof the President
the upper die to be lifted, when the
and accompanyingpapers relatingto the diseasesof
Mexican State of San Luis Potosi, now in New swine and other domestic animals.Referred.'.
feeders, coming up with a second
Orleans,expressestoe opinion that nine-tenths Mr. Morgan called up his resolutiontouching the
A $7,500 Dress. T,
planchet, push away the one already
relations between the Untied Stake and Mexico,
of the intelligent and influential people of and spoke at length in favor thereof.The resolucoined.
The planchet, before being
Seventr- five hundred dollars seems a
hostile to toe Wv Government, tion waa then referred to the Committeeon Foreign good deal to pay for a wedding dress, struck, is slightly less in diameter than
and be believe* that the present attempt at Relations....Tbe Senate In executive.Aesllon ratithe the steel ring or collar into which it
fied the treaty between France and the United but that was tDe actual sumi paid by th
revolutionwill prove successful.
_ __
,
.
— „ ..
State*,providingfor a convention at Faria the Countess of Rosebery to the Londoi
London dropsy but the pressure uppn the dies
Th* General Assembly of the Presby- pj^ent .ummerwitha view to the adoptionof
dress-making establishment
t that made causes the piece to expand into the colteitt Church of. th. United State, met in ObJ«™ w«'K
lar, and takes from it, the reeding or
oon- the marvelous costume. For the edifiPittsburgh list woek. Dr. Wands L. Patton flnnAti°“ °f «x-Gov. Packard as Consol at Liver
1
fluting of ite edgb/V t
cation of lady readers of the J3(uar we
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of Chicago, was elected Moderator <m toe

ballot
Sr.

(,| ,

John, N.
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House.— A motion

“*• to

.

vr -l-

,1

sod by Mr. Thurman

^

B., is to be put in a state

HffiTiiwn

George A. oucnu«u
as Recorder of Deed* for the Districtof Columbia. give a technical descriptionof it.
Theee nominations oonseqaentiywent over .
William K. Bunt, of New Oneane, was confirmed as
Judge of the Court of Claims.
pool,

,1

to

to

a fresh stock of innocents.”

We have always said that if man ever
planted his brogans on the solid rock of
perfect content, science would be the
sapper and miner to build the corduroy
over the intervening bog. The stringers are already down, and here comesthe first load of timber: 44 A lost umbrella was recovered in Philadelphia,the
other day, by the aid of the telephone.”
—Breakfast Table.

THE MARKETS.
NEW

YORK.

BrzvEH ............................
$8 00 @11 50
HOGB .............................3 50 @ 3 80
Cotton ............................ 11
11X£
Flour— Superfine .................4 00 @ 4 50
W heat— No. 2 Chicago ............1 22 @ 1 24
Corn— Weetern Mixed .............48
51
Oath— Mixed ......................
33
34
RYB-Weatem ...................... 71
72
Pork — Mean ........................
9 00 @ 9 15
Lard .............................. 7

@

@
@
@

CHICAGO.
BEKVES-Cholce Graded

Steere ..... 6 25
Choice Natives ....... .... 4 75
Cows and Heifers,,... .. 3 00
Butchers’ Steers .........3 75
Medium to Fair ..........4 40
Boos— Live ..........
2 60
Flour— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex . 6 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 110
No. 3 Spring,........... ..101
Corn- No. 2 ....................... 39
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 2G
Rye— No. 2 .......... ..... ........ 68
Barley— No. 2 ....................
61
Butter— Choice Creamery .......
18
Eooft— Fresh ..... .................9
Pork— Mess .......................7 75
Lard ...............................

60

@

15

6
4
4
4
3
6
6
1
1

00
00

G5
20

60
40
11
02

40

I

27
59
52
20
10
8 05
7

.

.

.

MILWA0KEL.

Wheat-No.

........

1

No.,

.

....... 1

......

12 @

10ft
($7
.......... 25

............

Corn— No, 2. .......
Oat*— No. 2 ....... .....
Rye— No. 1 ........................ 68
‘

.

Bar^x-No.2,,.......^..

.....

1

®1

@
u*
@

66®

and guirlandesof the

latter beautifully arranged on the head,
from which descended, to, meet the
flounces, a veil of fhe richest point a
f aiguille, artistically manufactured, pf

*^uiutr»uoauTUKiu wae
WM only lip, or the same design as the point d’Aleucon.
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Motion, t

The ensemble was perfect, •Thai traveling costume was composed of a dress of
to adjourn.
-blpe sapphire Velvet, trimmed with blue
Republican qAUOur.-Aftortoa. ad Jonrenamtof fqj;fjir, with pardesausand, muff and
inevitable/’
the House the Republican membm met in caucus bonnet to match. The coat of the veil
A melancholycatastrophe occurred to discuss toe situationand determinetheir future alone was $2,500.— /farmer’s Bazar.
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A magnetic clock, invented by Daniel
TOLEDO.
Drawbaugh, of Milltown,Cumberland WmttT-tNo.1 White.............. 1 25
No. 2 Red ...........
I 18
county, Pa., is sufficiently remarkable corn ....... ......
' *48
to be worth description.The magnetism oat»-No. ........
27
oi the earth an ineihanetibleaonwe
5 60
1T-NO.
power, is made to oscillate the pendu- Wheat—
No. 1 Whit*...;..rt»
White. ...‘...si ..... 1 28
No. 1 Amber...... ........ 125
lum, and the simplicity of alii the vroorks
Coen— No. 2*
»••
•• ^
gives an assurance of the least possible Oat*—
—Mlxedu..
28
Mixed
•et (per cental).
ceatid)...;.;C..;.f..‘.
1 (0
friction. At a ofctttfitlpoint the move- Barley
Pork- "
ments of the pendulum itself shut off
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
magnetic connection with the earth; and CATTLE-Be*t .............. ...... 5 12
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at another point restore the connection,
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postpone further considera-

tion of the resolution
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these two innocents proceed to kneel before a priest, who licenses them to begin
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swallowed sixty tons of boer and the
philosophy ofc Hegelt sung. 11,000 coup- V*
lets, compromised a maid-servant,
smoked a million of pipes and been concerned in two revolutions. A Roman
Prince has done nothing, learned nothing, seen nothing, loved nothing, suffered nothing. The gate of a cloister is
thrown open, a young girl with no more
experience than himself is led forth, and
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SABBATH READim
Not Mine, Bat Thine.
Thy way, not none, 0 Lord,
However dark It b*;
E’er lead me by Thine own riaht hand,

proves a sphere. No chaffinch but implies a cherubim. Earth is full of
heaven, and every common bush afire
with God.” I will not be troubled.If
the acoacia on fire with the spring splendor in Midian could so storm one man
that it seemed as if God spake, and the
fruit of that bloslopi was the deliverance of a nation, rnyfair hopes and fine
cheer,, which may have come to scant
fruit as I look at them, were fruit in
their own time to men that needed just
such an inspiration. So I will not take
on trouble as I grow older about the
lapse between the blossom and the froit
in the life of my soul, but leave it all to
God, and say

appalling shipwrecks.
A Storm In the Buy of Biscay Drown* Three

Hundred and Twenty Fishermen.

of wife or mother, for by so doing the that no steam craft shall be permitted,
devilish iohor dripping from their ulcerunder a penalty of from $100 to $800, to
ous lips will eat through and poison the approach within 200 feet of any wharf,

whole family. The she- scorpions are unless the smoke-stack is covered with
the Lonthe samples which Satan’s drnmmers a spark catcher haring meshes not larger
don
Daily
News
furnishes
the
following
Obooee out the path for me.
have
located in each village to show to then one-quarterof an inch in size.
particulars of the terrible disaster in the
Smooth let it be or rongh,
mankind the meanest thing on earth or
Bay
of
Biscay,
brief
mention
of
which
Thomas Bulb, who, under the influIt will be etilithe beet ; A*
in hell— a tell-tale termagant. Shut your
has been heretofore made t
Winding or atralght,it matieVi not,
ence of delirium tremens, jumped from
1’ It lealp me toThyieet. M M ’ J.0.'.
“It was holy week, and for several ears and doors against them. Let these the second-stdiy window of the poordays the fishing boats had not left their filthy fiends feel that you loathe them os house at Marquette, and was afterwards
v
I dare not chooee my lot,
I would not if I might
ports. The nets had been hung out to you do the sow that is fresh from her secured in jail where he cut his throat
But chooee Thou for me, O my God,
wallow. If the long-eared and longdry, an*l the men loitered about to look
with a bit of glass, died recently.
So I shall walk aright.
on at the quaint processions of Good tongued hound comes Into your presence, The number of admissions to the
The kingdom that I seek
Friday. The weather had been very bid him begone and return to his vomit.
le Thine; >o let the way
Kick these skunks of society from your Home of the Friendlessin Detroit durfine during the earlier part of the week,
That leads to it, 0 Lord, be Thine,
ing the pasty ear was 874 ; women over
Else I must surely stray.
and on Saturday the sun rose gloriously path. Make them feel that they are no
20 years, 173 ; young girls, 30; women
on a quiet sea. Accordingly, before 8
Full well I know I bate more tares than wheat,
with children, 44 ; children accompanied
Take Thou my cup, and it
Brambles and flowers, dr? stalks and withered o’clock, the sails of the fishermen of BisWith joy or sorrow
by parents, 99; unseoompanied,28.
leave*;
An ever best to Thee may seem.
cay studded the horizon. By midday
WhereforeI weep and bluab, as at Thy feet
The
number now in the honse is 54, of
place for them in decent society, any
Choose Thou my good and ill.
the breeze shifted to the northeast, and
I kneel down reverently and repeat—
more
than
there is for the buzzard, or whom 8 are women. 35 boys, and 11
Master, behold my sheaves.
a hue of clouds appeared far away in
Choose Thou for me my friends,
girls. The health of the institution has
the horizon. The sea rose very fast, the bawd, or the hoUse-infestingbat. been excellent, only two severe oases of
My sicknessor my health;
I know these blossoms clustering heavily,
Choose Thou my joys and cares for me,
With evening dew upon their folded leaves,
and the waves increased on the sands. Sooner would we welcome to our humble riokness, and no deaths.
My poverty or wealth.
Can claim no value nor utility
Gulls and other birds began to sweep home a sluny snake than one of these
Therefore, let fragrancy and beauty be
Mb. Martin, of Morris A Martin,
along the surface of the water with then babbling, tattling, scandal-servingcessThe glory of my aheavea.
'Not mine, not mine the choice,
din things or great or small
peculiar cry. The sky grew overcast pools that befoul society.— OMnmfoa millers of Reed City, had a narrow esBe Thou my guide, my guard, my strength. So shall I gather strength and hope anew,
(Iowa) Onward,
cape from a terribledeath recently. He
rapidly, and then the fierce * noroeste,’
When once I know Thy patient love perceives,
My wisdom and my all.
Net what I did, but what I tried to do;
was caught in the gearing and drawn
the noithwester of Basque baUads, beAnd though the full, ripe ears be sadly few,
backward through a hole sbont two feet
Plentiful Blossoms.
gan
to howl and rage in a manner which
Thou wilt accept my sheaves.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
square, doubled in two, and losing the
made the bravest hearts quake. Peo(Extract from a Sermon by Rev. Robert Collyer.
of
'
ple gathered on the piers and on the
Ionia will have two saloons less this middle finger of his right hand, besides
Edison’s Theory of Eating.
sustainingsevere internal injuries,
rocks to gaze at the approaching squall, year than last.
Not many loyers, I suppose, have
“ You see, Jerome,” said Edison to which came on with rain, hail and sleet,
found that their wedded life answered
A little child, 20 months old, of H.
The First National Bank of Muir has
quite to the dreams of their courtship, me, after ordering his pastry triplets, hiding the sea from view and driving all goue ont of business.
E. Tyler, of Kalkaska, was serioiwly
“ l have a theory of eating. Variety— to their homes.
but in all the world you will not find a
poisoned, a few days ago. It swallowed
James Cubby, of Stanton, is in jail for
that
is the secret of wise eating. The
“ When the squall was over, crowds
wise man and woman who are not ready
a considerablequantity of bed-bug poinations that eat the most kinds of food of women and children flocked around “making motions ” at another man with
to thank God for the good gift of that
son, which so affected it that for period
agon.
bloom so divine and good while it lasted, are the greatest nations. They always the dismayed authorities, and despairof eight days and up to the latest achave been, too, and always will be.”
A local Board of Insurance Under- counts, it had not been able to take any
ingly complained of the post Captain
or who will enter a complaint against
The waiter brought the strawberry haying allowed the boats to leave. In writers has been formed at Kalamazoo,
Heaven because May does not match
nourishment.
quite with October. That fine glamour, shortcake, the strawberriesand cream vain did the officialsprotest that they and rates get a boost upward, it is said.
T. Bailey, of OampbeU, Ionia county,
and the apple dumpling, and arranged had no reason to suppose that the beauif I may use my figure again, is like these
Large numbers of grayling are being was married a year ago. A few days ago
rains. If they treasure it in their hearts them in a semi-circle around his plate, tiful morning would end in a squall. In caught in the Cedar river, Gladwin he says to his Hannah, “How much will
and received his negative to the laugh- vain did they say that they had no power county,
as a real and true experience, it will bear
you take to let me off?” Says she, ;“I
ing
question if there was anything to prevent the men going on their expethem over many a dry and dusty day,
Wayne county has 1,144 places within will take fifty buahela of wheat, twenty
more.
and hold such terms with them that a
dition. Heart-rendingcries were heard, her borders where intoxicatingdrinks bushels of potatoes and a ton of hay. ’
As we proceeded with our lunch, Edi- and still no news came, until it was refair fruitage shall not be wanting when
are sold.
Says he, “Cheap enough ; it’s a whack.”
they come to their harvest. But God son proceeded : “The rice-eating na- ported that, on some beach, three shipThey separated, both satisfied they got
The
collections
of
internal
revenue
for
help those, and save me from wedding tions never progress ; they never think wrecked boys had been found. Then
the Third Revenue District for April the best of the bargain.
or
act
anything
but
rice, rice forever.
planks and baskots washed in, and larger
them, who cannot let the bloom go for
amounted to $23,127,
The State Medical Society held its
what it was worth, but fret their life out Look at the potato and black-bread vessels who had weathered the storm
annual
meeting at Lansing last week,
eaters
of
Ireland;
though
naturally
The
Michigan
Central
Railroad
Combroughtin the dismal tale. The evening
over the banished glory, or poison each
bright, the Irish in Ireland are enervated waned, and some boats more fortunate pany is erecting at Kalamazoo a water and elected the following officers for tiie
other’s existence with mutual reproach,
or rush into the courts and then try by the uniformity of their food. Look came in, only to increase the agony of tank with a capacity of 2,300 barrels. P ensning year: President, Dr. Edwin
A young man named Angue Smith was Cox, of Battle Creek; Secretary,George
again. It is the lesson we have to learn at the semi-savages who inhabit the the bereaved with certain details of the
Black
Forest.
On
the other hand, what destructionof their comrades. Santan- drowned in the Manistee nver, six miles E. Ranney, of Lansing; Treasure*,
again through our sad and painful beGeorge W. Topping, of DeWitt. Delereavements.Nothing can be more natu- is, take it all in all, the most highly en- der had lost seven large boats and five north of Manton, Wexford county.
gates to the National Society were also
lightened nation, the most thrifty,grace- smaller ones, with sixty-sevenmen and
ral or beautiful than the longing
The ninth annual reunion of the Solwe feel that the sweet blossoming of our ful, cultured and accomplished? Why, lads. Other places in the same province diers’ and Sailors’ Association of Michi- elected. The next meeting is to be held
in Detroit at the call of the President.
France,
of course, where the cuitine has had, during the night, reported about
children about us should and will come
gan will be held in Kalamazoo,Thursinfinitevariety. When the Roman em- twenty -five boats lost, with crews varyto a perfect fruition. But, for the most
day, June 20.
Mrs. Virginia Doyle, a prisoner at
of us, it cannot be so. The bloom fades pire was at its height the table was a ing from four to eleven hands. Biscay,
the Detroit House of Correction,died in
A State Cathohc* total abstinence
and falls on which we have set our hearts marvel of diversity—they fed on night- however, had suffered most, and the exthe hospital of that institution, a few
ciety was organized at East Saginaw, a
ingales’ tongues, and all sorts of dainty
citement in Bilbao was intense on Sun—that one peerless blossom, it may be,
days ago, of cancer in the breast. In
few
days
since.
A
State
Convention
wiU
of our special love and care, because it dishes. So when Carthage was in her day, as telegram after telegram came in be held at Bay City, July 4.
1870 she was convicted in the Recordglory.”
from the Alcaldes on the coast. Off Cape
was so beautiful—and the trouble shakes
er’s Court of poisoning her mother, and
“You think, then, do you, as the Machichaoo, well known to all vessels
At Corunna, Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. John-,
our soul to the center, and so we sorrow
sentenced to the House of Correctionfor
Phoenicians
are said to have taught, that enteringthe Bilbao river, the squall had son, old settlers and highly esteemed,
more for those that have gone than we
twenty years. ,Her trial created, a good
the stomach is the seat of wisdom ?”
been most violent. Elanchovi, with 300 celebratedtheir golden wedding recent- deal of excitement, especially as her
rejoice for those that abide and open to
“Yes. Some say I get the cart be- inhabitants, lost fifty-ninemen and eight ly, with a numerous surroundingof own son and brother (now dead) were
the promise of the summer and the harfore the horse, and that the diversified boats ; Lequietio, Leva, Ondorroa and friends.
vest ; and it is a long dav sometimes bewitnessesagainst her.
food is the result of a high civilization Piendia each lost three smacks. At the
Miss Fanny Z. Lovell, of Climax,
fore we can thank God for their bloomWhile the workmen at the new Capirather than its cause ; bat l think I am head of the casualty list stands Bermeo, Kalamazoo county, proves ineligible to
ing, and sav He did indeed give me these
right about it. A nation begins to de- the picturesque and lovely little town the office of town Superintendent of tol were preparing, recently, to bed a
matchless blessings. They could not stay,
huge stone weighing six tons, that forms
but they did come, made Mav for ns in cay, philosophicallyand morally,as soon situated near the cape ; 106 of its fisher* Schools, to which she was recently apa portion of the roof of the south portico
K their coming, and left the fragrance of as cooking is degraded from an art into men perished in fifteen boats. The pointed.
an
,
Alcalde of the pl&oe telegraphsthat the » The Detroit Telegraph says the State of the building,the mast of the derrick
May forevermore in our life. Let the
“You
try
not
to
repeat
the
same
misery and grief of the wretched families militia will not go into encampment this holding the stone suddenly broke, lettree be my teacher if I will be taught in
dishes?”
ting the mammoth weight fall on top of
are terrible. More than forty widows year. Adjt. Gen. Robertson is i& favor
no diviner way, and nature tell me of
the portico, which gave way and pre“ Oh, I don’t live up to my theory,
and
200
children,
in
a
town
of
1,800
inProvidence if I will not hear the stfll,
of making a brigade out of the three
cipitated stone, workmen and debris to
but I would like to live so that I could habitants, are mourning this great
small
V / ,
Michigan regiments.
the stone steps twenty feet below.
change my diet a thousand times a year.” calamity. Details have not yet been reI stood one June morning at Niagara
—New York letter to the Cincinnati ceived from Asturias and the Galician The committee of Presbyterianshave
falls watching the play of the gr$at emcontractedfor the erectionof a hotel on
Commercial
coast. The officialtelegrams report a
erald on his breast as the sdu smote it,
their grounds at Petoskey. The work
total loss, up to yesterday,of 320 men
and the fan bent over the white 'cloud
on
the Bay View House, on the MethoTexas Cattle Plague.
and boys in about ninety boats of difabove. It was a still morning on the
dist grounds, is progressing flflely.
The United States Supreme Court re- ferent sizes.”
earth, and it seemed as if the voice of
The forty-fourth annual convention of The Influence of the Hoqb on Crops,
cently decided, virtually, that the State
the Lord was in the water-floods,as
the ProtestantEpiscopal Church, in the
A correspondent of a New York paper
Got What He Called For.
laws to prevent the introduction of Texas,
when the Psalmist sang in the old days.
Diocese of Michigan, will be held in was planting potatoeB on the increase of
Mexican or Indian cattle within their
Leu
Smith’s
tavern
at
Waltham
used
And then I was aware of the swOet fraChrist Church, Detroit, commencing on the moon, or in the light of the moon;
grance stealing across the cataracts I borders are unconstitutionalRepre- to be, iu days gone by, a favorite stop- Wednesday, June 5.
several of his neighbors were present
sentative Morgan, of Missouri, to obviate ping-place for the farmep who, from
had never noticed before in my visits
any difficulty that the decision of the farther up the road, were accustomed to
A
woman
named
Wolford, living near and a discussion arose as to the effect
there, and then I saw over in Canada the
Supreme Court might create in certain bring their truck to Boston for a market Crockery lake, Newavgo county, out the moon had on different crops. Antrees all in bloom— apple-trees in the
sections of the country, has introduced Some of the knowing ones who were a her own throat recently and then tried swering its correspondent’sinquiry, the
orchaids, and clinging to the cliffs, and
in the lower house of Congress a bill de- “little near” would manage to get to kill another woman, and dropped paper says: There has been always a
bushes of white and crimson gleaming
powerful superstition that the moon exdead while chasing her.
through the green— and it was these claring the introductionof Texas, Mexi- around just about time breakfast or dincan or Indian cattle into Missouri,Kan- ner was nearly over, and, calling for a
Eangius Smith, a young man, fell erted a fpeat influenceupon the affairs
that were sending their perfume on the
sas or Illinois,from March to Nov. 1 of “ cold bite,” would be seated at the ta- from the Indiana railroad bridge into of mankind, bnt this idea has prevailed
soft winds across the gulf. And so I
chiefly among those who did not underhave thought how these blossoms which each year, an offense punishable with ble, and for half the price of a dinner the Manistee river, tbs other aay, and
fine or imprisonment The design of would get as “ square” a meal as those was drowned. He went there recently stand the utter impossibilitythat the
just bloom and fall float their fragrance
moon conld exert any such influences.
forevet across the chasm and through the bill is to protect domestic cattle from who came early and paid full price. One from East Saginaw, where his relatives
Formerly the stars were fupposed to
•
..
what is known as the Texas fever.
old
chap
who
had
got
his
dinners
in
this
the turmoil of our life and over the bow
assist the moon in these interferences
manner for several months, and who was
of our hope, just a bloom and no more,
At the twenty-second annual conclave with mankind and their labors, and to be
The Curse of Australia.
never known to spend an unnecessary
but still a bloom which abides with us
The terrible drought which has for cent in the house, was marked by the of the Michigan Grand Commandery of able to “read the stars” was equivalent
while we stay on this side the river, and
some time past afflicted almost the whole jolly landlord for a victim. On a certain Knights Templar, held at Detroit last to the possessionof t>ropheii6 powers.
a fragrance m the life we bear with us
week, the followingwere elected: Grand Now the stars have lost this reputation,
of Australia is at length breaking up. day in winter, when he was known to be
when we go. So shall we not thank
Sheep and cattle have suffered severely, coming, a boded dinner was prepared Commander, Hollis F. Knapp; Deputy and the moon if in a fair way to lose
God when we ‘come to oitf bej$er mind
and, in many instances, owners have and set out the night before to cool. Grand Commander, Frank Henderson. what little is left to it. Formerly crazy
for the blossoms which’ fall to so divine
Lewis Cameron, a farmer, was instant- people were “moon-struck,”bnt now,
lost one-half of their flocks and herds. Punctually the next day “ Barkis” put in
a purpose, or shall this human sorrow
The want of water is really the curse of an appearance and called for a '“cold ly killed near Newaygo by a tree falling when we see a lunatic (derived from
prevent the vision of the divine glory
Australia ; and it seems doubtful wheth- bite. A goodly plate full of frozen on him while he Iras chopping. It Lnna, the tnebn, and reduy meaning
and my desire blind me to the divine
er this can ever be effectually remedied, beef, potatoes, ejc., was set before him. struck him on the heatl. He leaves a moon-struck),we do not blame the moon
love ? I would fain grow great enough
although large expenditure has been in- The fint dab at a potato with his fork wife, whose former husband was killed for it. The moon has now fallen so low
before I die to bless Him even for this
curred in arrangementsfor the storage sent that articleflying across the table, in the same manner, in the same neigh- as to be supposed by some to influence
overplus of blossom, and think of it as
only the twining of beans on the poles,
of water in threatened localities. : The and a turnip shied from under his knife borhood.
the outpouring of His lore. I want to
small land-owners— “ free selectors” and
John
J. Adam, President of -trie State the planting of, seeds, the wasting of fat
grasp a faith which will assnre me that
“ cockatoo farmers,”as they are called—
Pioneer Society, gives notice that tne pork in the pan, unless it was killed unHe conld pot And it in His heart 1 give
have a very hard time of it, Unless they
State Pioneer Society will meet at Te- der a growing moon, and the making of
me Only $iildreh. He'lmd to slip' an
chance to be in a singularly-favoreddis- ished his meal, he walked up to .the bar cnmseh, Wednesday, June 12, 1878, at soft soap. To a reasonable person this
ange! iktamy life in this hweet gtrise;
___ __
(behind which was the snrilmg landlord) 10 o’clock a. m., there to hold its fourth seems a small business for tne moon to
Those I have with me might well anbe engaged in, or a very unlikely thing
social reunion,
to settle,and thus unbosomed himself
chor me too strongly to the earth; those
Wile and Bynum.1
J
that the moon can exert aqy such influLudington boasts of her tall men.
The Boston Journal's Washington at your Uvers to
---- Six of them aggiegate thirty-seven feet ences., If the tost is made it will be
correspondent recalls that at a night ses- months, and 1 11 be hanged if to-day
found that, there is not the least differeleven and three-eighthsinches; the two
of a better life to come, when my life
sion in Congress pway back in 1836 a ain’t the first time Fve ever got what I
ence in the growth of crops, the spendtallestmeasuring each six feet five and
here is little better than a broken prommember called Henry A. Wise to order, called lox,"— Boston Transcript^
ing of fat pork, the successfulmaking
a quarter inches; and the ahortest six
ise in these things of the soul ; also, ten
of soft soap, or any other of Our common
.saying. “Though the gentleman from
feet three inohes.
resolufcionfl broken to one kept; the
An Iowa Paper on Slanderers.
.Virginia is iTbuity, *he shall 'fiCiiMilly
labors from the moon influence, If any
wrecks of undone" or half-donfeduties
A Canadian schooner has just taken differenceoccurs it will be from other
“J0:”, “A
gentleman 1” exWhisky under ordinary circumstances
olamredWibe.‘^1 tfa/alclasBoon think of can, and doep, do a .gre&, deal of mis* from Marquette for Quebec 20,000-cubio causes, such as soil, weather, etc. Lastieetof square timber out in Marquette ly, it is absolutely certain that the
bullying a j%.” “-You are a scoundrel,
they were r at' all' f my* whole Spiritual
county, and which will ultimatelyfind a moon’S influence on onr atmosphere is so
devil do his best work at torturingpoor
manhood p6<tt and feeant in comparison
market in England. Another shipment very small that it Canndt eVen affect the
humaoityJmt^tihAB*
with what I once imagined it might be
weather in
screamed Wise, and they made for each has turned a lot of long and Umber will be1 made In July, t i
;
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ticipataons of the soul are also

and good as these spring blossoms,
. though there be but wcant fruit from
1 them, after All, in out own .estimate.
And God knows better than we do what
we can bear, and what harsh winds have
blown on the blossom, and what things
from old years have hidden in the setting fruit and struck it with death, and
. what strUiug has gone into the fruit we
hate At | lash to our name. I will rest
mein the parable of the oVerplns of
blossom, say I am more than many
trees ; still, I stand within the law of
their life, and they within the law of
mine. “No pebble at my foot but
j

tfcelbdst; < •

Mbs. Elvira Treadwell,widow of
ether. Other members got between tongues loose in a community. There is
them, and in half an hour the belliger- a class of creatures— hee and shes— Seymour B. Treadwell, who was Oom
beautiful ents had shaken hands.
missioner of the State Land Office froni

•*

liking Pensions by Thousands.

A letter from a Pension Office clerk
1854 until 1868, died of oonsumption reat Washington says : “ The 1812 claims
Why Some Women Never Love.
oently at Jacksonville,Fla., . aged 78
havaoomejaiso foit and ip such numyears. She had resided in the South for
As it is all the fashion for men to
bers that it has surprised and confoundmanifest their attachments for women ooze from the slimy and stinking sewers several years past
ed all who have been making estimates.
Mbs. Nanoy Knight, aged 74, died a Oyer 8,000 widows’ claims have been reof each other’s mouths. Their doily food
is falsehoodand filth; and the more nan- few days since at Jackson. She had ceived/ making a grand total, now unnitric acid down their throats, there is seating and nasty, the more nourishing lived in that county over 40 yeart, set- der investigation, of 33,000 soldiers’ and
nothing I So much dread as an attach- And nutritiousto these gloatingghouls. tling with her husband, a Christian min- over 20,000 widows’ claims. Tbe claims
VV4 up
JJ in
H its ister, in
AAA Hanover
A.A Al VS l A in
4* 1835.
AVUUi . OJUV
ment of any masculine biped larger than Their daintiest dish is served
She never1 recently receivedwill be delayed,as no
a rooster.—/one Grey Swisshelm, in most savory manner when two or three rallied from the effectsof a fall from the provision has been made to meet such a
Chicago Tribune.
of them meet to bandy bawdv lies about omnibus last fall by which her hip was large number of claimants.”
some good and virtuous girl or woman. broken.
Mbs. Myra Clark Gaines estimates These bo-harlotsof hades are always
Bay City, learning a lesson from the
On December 1, 1877, the population
the value of her property in St. Louis happiest when spreading the spawn of
Saginaw fire, is taking steps to rigidly of Berlin numbered 1,018,818. In 1860
for which she enters suit, at $50,OGO,OOo! their lecherous lies over the sainted name
enforce the ordinance which providea it was only 500,000.

1
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS * —heartrending,
ea- T^c pan^ sccuc
8ruvc was
and the pitying wail of his
al [hc

-K-'

„

May

Saturday,

«otH, 18f8.

’i

citi-

zens will be invited to step up and perThe news
have
and

that

the adherentsof Lento

.

hftve given

np

form that doty on the

last.

Mexico

failed to creat a re?o(utl6n in

the attempt in despair

the people of

to

this

Tab

13—

and

insinuates

of the
plain assertion we made last week. This
is very small. Why don’t you speak up.
hand in

a

it

In spite

4w.

Evrry
25 cents

\

The

place

GRAY’S

offleo.

TRADE-MARK.

JURRINGTON.

J.

known

JL

F.

T

IfcT
the

&

GO.,

mannra,
of

.

—

fresh Eggs and also a
F.

.

HUMMEL &

1

COf,

1878. ,
LAND WANTED.

* IIollayd,May 15,

14tf

Chancery

•

Dnfn—V lj-

as

prevent the bursting of hose, the Scientific

to introduce greater stability Into the American comes

government

of our sister

Republic. It

is

to the

method would

best

conclusionthat the

be to invent a safety

mon

tory

versal Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dimness af
Vision, Premature Old Ace, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity, Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of, which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature amt
over Indulgence.The Specific Medicine Is the result of a life study and many yean of experience
in treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
The Specific MedicineIs sold by all Drugglrts at
$1 per package, or six packages for |5, or will be
sent by mall on ncolpt of tfio money by address-

price?”

terri-

wish to see her in

constant revolution. That would afford us

the pretence to interfere and help our*

came. But

selves when the end

we have

Mexico

no such ideas. All we want from

is pence, favorable commercial treaties

We

and good will.

desire to see her great

and prosperousand enlightened,her mis-

.

We

!

Additional pral.
Remember, if you owe
money to boy paper.

1

\

4

•

us, that

it

suppose the particular joy which

of

takes

!

One light red cow; another a dark red
cow; another a red and white two-year old

the Exposition in its falsification

and another,

heifer;

of the royalists’ propheciesof failure is

yearling heifer, dark

a

cow is about 14 years
human enough. The men who are happy
old, and the dark red cow is about 9 years
for happiness’ sake alone are not a large
old, has one or both ears clipped. Any
majority of happy people, and certainly
one that gives any information that will
in the -country of the wise and witty
lead to their discovery,or that returns
Rochefoucauld some
able from the pain

tion

is

a droll one

felicity is still deriv-

of others. The

red.. The light red

C. A.

Holland, May

DUTTON.

EDWIN BAXTER,

Mortgage

Particniar attention will be paid to castrating

and treating horses, and order* can be left at Mr.
C. Blom, Sr. Zeeland, Mich., or at Wm. Van Putten.
Holland,
7.2m

Mich.,

BOOTS & SHOES.

Rubbers, Slippers

Cheap Cash

WM.

1878.
H.

FINCH.
is

gw

A NEW STOEE.

1878.

24,

!,

free.

Holland. May M.

them, will be suitably rewarded.

posi-

over there. Here are

—

House Moving.

Strayed or Stolen

«

the average Parisian derives, from the success

VETERINARY SUftGEQN,

Physician and Surgeon.
Salehaving pennant!? located in Holland, can
T'vEFAULThas been made in the conditions of a
be found at Wm. Vau Patten’sDrug Store. Calls
1J mortgage, executed by Orville 0. Sparks
made In city aod country day or nlcht. Acute and
Mary Sparks to John Spoon, dated June t'),
and Chronic diseases successfullytreated.Consul1875, and recorded In the Register'soffice of Ottawa
tation
j4^w
County, Michigan,September 20, 1876, in Liber V,
of mortgagee, on page 282. upon which mortgage
A complete stock of Boots and Shoes
there Is claimed to be due »t this date, thirteen
hundred and eighty-onedollars and thirty nine for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
cents, besides an attorney fee of nfty dollars provided for tn said mortgage in case of foreclosure
TT AVING purchasedan entire new set of tools. thereof.No suit or proceeding at Jaw has been
to recover the debt secured by said
11 such as tackles, lines, capstan, etc., I will Instituted
mortgageor any part thereof. By such default the
, £ nl, f ,n read,ne« to move any and all kind
or buildings, from a chicken coop to a church, no power of sale contained In said mortxage has be- Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
matter how large a mortgage may cover it— I can come operative;Then fore, Notice is hereby given,
at the
raise the building and move It to any place desired. that said mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of
the land therein describedor so much thereof as
Thanking yon for your favors during the past may be necessary to satisfy the amount due thereeight years. I would respectfullysolicit your pat on, Includingsaid attorney fee and the costs ol
Store of
ronage for the future.
foreclosureand sale, at public vendue to the highApply At residenceon 12th street. 4th ward, or est bidder at the front (lt»orol the Court House In
address the undersigned, P. 0. Box Si.
the City of Grand Haven In said Connty of

Yf C CULLOGH THOS.,

OUR PARIS CABLE LETTER.

*

PROFESSIONAL

'

,

MEDICAL.

coun-

•

40-lv

PEAK,

I.

—

Circuit Court Commlesionei- in and for Ottawa
County, Michigan.
Wm: N. Amul, Compiainant 's Solicitor.9~7w

such an invention would give

he will have the wisdom and patriotism

try.

May, A. D. 1878,

_

firemen will no doubt appreciate the ad-

sincerelyhope

to turn it to the best interestsof his

Perkins, our Marble

.

In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Conrt for the County of Ottawa, in Chancery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
fifth day of April, A. D. 1878. Notice is hereby
given, that on the Twenty-eighth day of

everywhere.

HORSE 6ELDER

erable revolutions at an end, her govern- vantage

We

&

'45-ly

Druggists

Henry Reynolds,

at ten o'clock In the
forenoon,at the front door of the Court Honse,
A3STX>
by bursting of hose, and millions of propin the City of Grand Haven, In said County, I, the
erty lost in consequence seems to have goods, and in this connection we would subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissioner,in and
for said Connty, will sell, at public auction, to
called the attention of fire department say to all those building or who contem the highestbidder,the lands and premises deZEELAND, MICHIGAN.
scribed In said decree, to-wit: the sonth-east
authorities, and with good reason. No plate to build, that they also cut ornamen
quarter of the south-east quarter of section tweutydoubt, we will soon see an invention to tal stone for buildings, and by calling on one (21) In town eight (8) north of range fourteen
Rcfen with permissionto J. Plleman, Holland.
(14) west, in sold County of Ottawa and State of
that effect, and we hasten to give the prac- them you can see their designs and ascer- Michigan, together with the hereditamentsand II. Sprlk. Holland, T. Evans. Holland, K. Nice.
tain prices.
appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or in any wise Zeeland, Wm. Pycok, Zeeland, H. Vad Eyk, Hoi
ticable idea advanced for the benefit of
land, J. Terbcek,Holland.
appertaining.
Dated, April 12, 1878.
our fire department authorities,and our

ment strong, her people happy. Presi- them.
dent Diaz has the opportunity to bring
about these results.

"

;

Messrs. Luce

Marburg
at the same

they can buy

No. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
tSTSold in Holland by Heber Walsh and by all

Complainant
w.
Caroline Reynolds and
Napoleon B. Fox.
Defendants.

The Gray Medicine Co.,

j

Henry Soper,

Cutters, have just received a large stock of

had any designs upon her

weshouldof course

when

Bros. 'Seal of North larolina'

exceedingly important to the United States valve, or as he calls it, “a relief valve” to
that Mexico should be at peace with her- be placed at eachtcoupling. The lime lost
self. If we

tobacco,

w

1

of his countrymen. We sincerelyhope or," which Is more menial in our estima- Brushes, etc., cheap for cash, at
he will be wise enough to avail himself of tion, than to petitionfor anything puWiWy.
J. 0. D0E9BURG.
the aplepdid opportunitywhich this satisIn an exhaustjVe article about how to
Query: “Why will men smoke comfactory state of affairsgives his administratipn and that be will so shape Ins policy

_

.

sequence on Belfe
Abuse; aa Loss
\
quantity oeiore laniigofmemory, Uni- After Taking.

M-tf

1

Is especially rec-TRADE^
ommended as an

ness, Spermatorrhea, lm potency
and all diseases
that follow aa a

cash. Inquire TN Ottawa or Allegan Counties In exchange for
is not worth while taking them into sume you wil) stop your silly jears. How1 real estate in the City of Holland. '
at this office, or at J. W. Hopkins, Esq.,
Inquire at this Office.
consideration.Lwdo’s failureto stir up ever, you can keep It up, ns ffir as we are
Grand Havin, Midi.,— containing nearly
strife shows that the government of Presi
concerned,You have*, however, notably 7 acres, with improvementsand house.
Sale.
dent Diaz Is firmly established and that omitted to explain your conduct in regard
ing
OTATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circnit Court for
he has the support of the large majority to hobnobbing around your "aesistanteditWhite Lead, Paints, Oils, Varnishes, k? the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
it

Specific Medicine

Seminal Weak-

IE ID

New Tannery of

HUMMEL

A large quantity
of dove

as the “Dr. Morris

place,” is for sale cheap for

liemedy

unfailing cure for

at

j

E.

But; since you have spoken with the genfinitesimal a portion of the population that leman who did get up the petition,we pre-

a Dress Lift for

lady should get

at,

JET

W

VAN LANDEGEND.

J.

Tjic Great English
!

breast pin, §et In sold, with a pearl In
the centre mi on a tiny leaf of gom. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by returning it at
this
i4-2w

now preparedto furnish everythingin this
line at much lower figures than ever before. Parties will do well to come and

Hollander is still harping about that

country. There are that we had

hundred or a few thousant
enterprisingcitizenson the border who
will be disappointed, but they are so In

A

rx

see me before purchasingelsewhere.

will be exceedingly welcome intelligence petition, in his last issue,

possibly a few

L08T! LOST

young son, forced the tear drops to roll fitting, and putting down drive wells, I
^ver cheeks that seldom felt that sensa- wish to say to my patrons that I DO and
tion. One by one the “old boys” are laid WILL remain in the business,and am
away, and not many years hence our

PEACE IN_KEXIC0.

Tuk rumor having been spread that I
am not going to do any more gas and pipe

the French royalists who dote on dukes,

uttawa

on the 24th day of

EA

E. J.

Jane,

<B(BI

1878,

at ten o’clock in the forenoon;'said
premises are described la said mortgage as
the north-eastquarter of north-westquarter of
section twenty-nine,in town eight north, range
fifteen west, in said County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
Dated, March 25th,
tit. •>:

1878.

JJGTO

fT.

Milwaukee

Detroit and

Railroad Hotel,

“Look a here” he remarked to a waiter,
JOHN SPOON, Mortgagee.
I have purchasedthe premises formerly owned
Wm. E. Kirkland, Proprietor.
“Your
coffee is 0. K., your hash is cor- by Mr. Usman, opposite Metz's Tannery, and
Wm. N. Anoil, AU'y for Mortgagee. 7-18w
better, who hanker after princes and whose
have opened with a stock of
teeth water for kings and queens, sulking rect, but your eggs are a little too ripe and
Grand Haven, Michigan.
Mortgage Sale.
up in the Faubourg,while republican I know your biscuits were not made with
rkEPAULT
having
been
made
In
the
conditions
The best accommodation for the travelling pubParis is stuffed delightfully full of arch- Smiths Saleratus, for that always makes
and will also keep on hand a stock of good
IJ of a certain mortgage executedby Peter H. lic can -always be found, night or day, at the
Chapjiell and Elizabeth
Chappell
to George
—
— rr...
~eorge W.
...
dukes and Serene Highnesses and High the biscuits light and spongy.
Iward, bearlni
above Hotel. The best imported liquors and
Mightinesses,with heirs apparent knockd. ,m>,
cigars always on band.
Best White Lime only $1.00 per barrel
of Deeds for yOttawa
County,
State vt
of auvuinu,
Michigan,
------ wmbj.j
* tjiavv
ing each other over at every street corner.
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
on the fifteenth day of June, A. D. 1872. at half'
.kV
the older and crustier as to lineage the

a-K;OOEK;IES

This is the revenge of the republicans as
well as Madame. la Marechale, from

The

Pessink Brothers are taking the

Fancy To-

De Broglie and '‘submit,” as M. Gambetta bacco again as before. Try that new
put it .The Exhibitionis now nearly in pointless brand— never before in this city.

be

a

tremendous attraction, war or no war.
France has no intention to fire anything
hut blank cartridges this year. That

The

Grand Rapids BusinessCollege

Kind Treatment and

WM. SPAETH.
Holland, May 25,

struction,and fits its pupils for practical

Wk

O

want immediately some more

men

1878.

Sheriff’s Sale.
QTATB

usefulness.

Fair

dealing can be relied on.

very homelike, and thorough in its in-

is

certain

Call and See for Yourself.

is

not a pleasant item about the gathering

of the demi-monde daily in a

1878.

HARRINGTON’S.

J.

sensible enough to turn out lead in this city in Cigars and

full running order, and is sure to

OF MICHIGAN: The

Circuit Court for
the Connly of Ottawa-In Chancery.

Ellis Thompson,
Comjflainant.

prominent portion of the Exhibition; hot and teams to haul logs; also men to make
VI.
Susan Thompson,
let us not forget that when strangers go to logs, also from three to four thousand rail-

.

I

Defendant, j

Paris one of the

first

things that a major- road ties. Inquire of

do is to pay a sly visit to one of the'
numerous baliiPcto, where this class tif
women is to be seen dancing wicked
dances. At the Exhibition they are, no
ity

doubt, less demonstrative. General Grant

proceeds with

bis

seeing

life,

14-2w
Thr best

PPANgnKnL& Griswold.
cheese in the city

kept

is

at

By virtue of an execution,issned ont of and
under the seal of said Court, tested on the 13rh
day ol May. 1878, and founded upon a decree entered In said cause on the 4th day of April, 1878,
which executionis to me directed and delivered.

Pessink’s Bakery, as well as fresh crackers.

Eastern

xu

srXM

,

E.

whom

the royalistdames broke away when her

husband was

at

,„d

Salt at $1.40 per barrel at

and is re

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Gband Havkn, April 10,
9-tf
past seven o’clock P. M., In Liber T of mortgages
on page 608, throughnon-payment of a part of the
money secured to be paid by said mortgage, by
reason of which the power to sell in Bind mortgage has become operative, on which mortgage
there Is claimed to be doe at the date hereof the
sum of two hundred and forty-six dollars and four
cents, add also an attorney fee of twenty-five
dollars providedfor In said mortgage,and no solt
or proceeding having been Institutedat law to recover the debt now remaining secured by said 6.
mortgage or any part thereof; Notice Ik therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of a power of tale
Burned out by the late Fire we rc-opened in
contained in said mortgage and pursuantto statute
in such case made and provided, the said mort- the *tore fqrmerly occupiedby
gage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises therein described, to-

NEW

FIRM!!

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

wit : all

’ J.

that certain piece or parcel of land situate

ROOST & SON,

In the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
Corner Ninth and River Street,
known and described aa fo.lows:to-wit: commencing at an Iron post in the Grand Rapids and But we will soon move to our own store on River
Muskegon State Road fonr chains and fifty four
Street, now being built. We have Just reand one-half(54W1 links north-westerly from a
ceived a large new stock of
grind stone In the first angle of the said state road
west of the east line of section thirly.f' nr and running from thence south, thirty minutes west, one
chain and sixiy-one link.; thence north, eightynine degreesand thirty minutes west, two chains;
thence north, thirty minutes east, three chains
twunty-ninoand one-half links to an iron post;
thence south forty-nine degrees and forty-five minutes east, two chains and sixty-one links along the
said state road to the place of beginning; Also
that piece or parcel of land situate in the Connty
of Ottawa.State of Michigan,known and described
as follow*: commencingAt a point In the Muskegon State Road, said point being the north-west
corner of a lot owned by the said Elisabeth Chap
pell and running from thence south, along the
west line of the skid Elisabeth Chappell, to the
smith-westcorner of said lot: thence west to the
half quarter line: thence north on said half quarter line to the centre of said State road; thence
south-e.isteriyalong the centre of strid state road
to the place of beginning,and being a fractional
part of the south east quarter of section number
thirty-fonr,town eight north of range thirteen
west: all containing abont one acre and a half of
land more or lesa. together with the hereditaments

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

'

Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour <fc Feed.

to the followingdescribed lands situated <n said
Etc., Etc.
County of Ottawa, tit: the south-east quarter of
Bananas, Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, north-weet quarter of section twenty four in
notable people in every wal|c of life
town eight north, range fliteen west. Notice it
Raisins, Currant,Figs, Cove Oysters, Lob- hrrehv aicen, that 1 shall expose said lands lor sale
abroad, and yet we do not thiuk that they
and see for yourself, no
sters, Salmon, Sardines, etc., at Pessink’s. at public veadue to the highestbidder to satisfy
will spoil him or that when be comes
the amount due on said execution, Including costs
trouble to
goods.
and collection fees, at the front door of the Conrt
back he will bore bis familiars with ranch
A Fine White Dress Shirt the best In House tn the City of Grand Haven, In said Connty,
of that “When Wales and I were at the the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store 00 to® thirteenth de? of July, 1878, »t
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
polo game,” which is often heard from of
Dated, Grans HaViit, Mav Sind, 1878.
Q
the lips of less discreet celebrated AmeriE. J. HARRINGTON.
*
JOU8 VEKPLANKK.
Sha\f
of
Ottawa
County,
Michigan.
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
cans who have been abroad. The Prince
Did you see and try those cream puffs Ahoil h 8oclk7 Defendant'iSolicitor!. l6-7w atd appurtenance*thereuntobelonging or In any be relied upon.
of Wales, by the by, seems to be enjoying
wise appertaining;at the front door of the Conrt
and nice cookies at the City Bakery, every
himself too.— Afew Fork Herald.
House of said Ottawa County, In the City of Grand
1678.
- - .....
» Haven In said - county,on the twenty-fourth
G.VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
day fresh.
Holland, April 27, 1878.
dmj ot June, A* D. 1878. at two o'clock In
Bomb ten or twelve members of the Holthe afternoon,to pay the snm due on said mortland Soldiers’ Union attended the funeral
gage with Interestand costs including said attorney
the
of one of our colony soldiers,who finally
1 hereby inform the citizensof Holland,
^ato^iGaaiD H a vs w, March twenty-ninth, 1879.
died from the effects of a wound received and surroundingcountry that I will henceGEORGE W. WOODWARD*Mortgagee.
R. W. Duwoah.
f-ts
in the war of ihe rebellion—John Hek- forth do a retail business at my brewery,
ceiving delicate attentions from the moat

,

t

IsTOTIOE.

MARY

a private of

company 1,

18th

near the corner of Ninth and Maple streeta.

Mich. Infantry, was enrolled on the 12th

Beer can be had by the glass or barrel,

day of November, 1861, and was dis- and l am also prepared to sell it bottled
charged from the service on the 4lh day and deliver it to private parties throughMay, 1864, by reason of Surgeon’* certifl- out the city. Come and try my “Centencate of disability,viz: “Gunshot wound nial Snits.”
penetrating cavity of chest,
tween 7th and
through

left

8th rib, alto,

left side, be-

gunshot wound

leg.” He neverthelessenlist-

Navy, and
was honorably discharged from that service. His recent illness was of about
ed, subsequently, in the U. 8.

three weeks duration, and he died at Fill-

more, Allegan Co., on the 21st Inst.

The

cause of hU death being the bullet of the
, lodged
.........
enemy
in his chest. mv
His funeral

—

services were held

..

at

ed, Rev. Coplin, assisted by Rev. Lepeltak,

officiating.He leaves a wife and three

1878.

Will make

14-4

lot

of Summer Shawls

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

&

CHICAGO

wood, and Stovewood, Akron
cement, always on

E. J.

Dr.
ments
ot J.

to

keep

made

Cheap Cash Store of

U

M

can1 be

will

hold himself in readinessto answer any
all

calK day or

night. .

,

At 7 o'clockp. m. to arrive at Holland, next
morning at 6 a. m., (except Saturdayevening, when
the boat will delay her departare till the close of
public amusements.)

HARRINGTON.

PRICES,

Hay and Manure Forks,

Com

Planters, Rakes, Hces,
Also a complete stock of

X

of

n

. 1878.
aWtSBOEMA. f

'
Holland, April 24th,
.

li-

BOOKBINDING!

Chicago.

th.. i

No

General Hardware,

day dissolved oy mutual consent. Allaecount*
with said late firm roust be settledwith C. Wlerue- Together with a Urge assortment
COOK
nta who will continue the same business.
STOVES of the best manufacturer!.
L. T. KANTER8,
this

For freight and VM»age, and fartherparticulars
The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friehds
children. The soldiers mentioned above,
Mb, E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash apply to
J. Harrington.Holland, filth., and and residents of Hollandand vlclulty that being at
Lawler
A
Asher’s
Dock,
14~tf
present
located at Muskegon, he has madoarrangeacted as pail bearers, as a personal regard
Store man wishes to Inform the Ladies of
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Hoi land, at whose
for him as a soldier. He Wing no mem
this city and vicinity that he will keep on GC£S • w®®k in yonr own town. |5 ouffli free, store, on River street, all Job work fur binding c«n
jtuaucr,if
ii yon
you warn*
uu.iuciii be left:. I have pnrehaseda new and completeline
Header,
want a business
her of the Union, that organization could hand a full supply of sewing machine
at which persons ol cither sex can make of tools and stock and will furnish flrat-ciase work.
* all
__
____
great pny nil the time they work, write for particn
not take his case in hand as if he had needle# tor all machine*.
A. CLOETINGH.
lars to 11. Hallktt A Co., Port laud, Maine.
Muskegon, Sept. 3 1875.

$UU

NEW

v

7

found

he

Will be found a large assortmentof now goods

"W °TIta Is hereby given that the co-partnership
o’clock,p. m.. to arrive In Chicagonext mom- 1
heretofore existing between’ the undersigned,
tng at* a. m. and will leave Lawler A Asher’s undw The firm name of Ranters A Worse m a is
At

-

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

Dissolution Notice.

FRIDAY EVENINGS,

Tuesday, Thursday and
8
OT at
SATURDAY EVENINGS,
Eighth street, near, a A

refi^enc€ on
M. L. 8. R. R. crossing,where

and

Monday, Wednesday and

the Drug Store Dock, at Chicago,every

his office at

0. Doesburg, where he
11 A.

arrange-

at the

Will leave Harrington's Dock every

HARRINGTON.

F. 8. Ledeboer has

hand

OF

J.Vanderveen,
at

w.

just re-

-

TRI-WKEKLY TRIPS between

HOLLAND

Hew

Hardware Store

Attorney.

Brewer.

ceived at

brick

seboolhouse,wbiqb was numerouly attend-

16,

-

At

E. J.
A fine

luucrai

the large

BUTTON,

E. F.

Holland, May

-

PRICES ARE LOW.

GROH,

CAPTAIN SNYDER,

huis. He was

show

1878.
STB A.MEK

—

.

Come

—

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to
•'*

We

•

- —

.O'i"

respecttallysolicit a share of yonr patronise.
Old inetsU taken Ip exchange.

GIVE US A CALL.

“

Holland, April

J.VANDERVEEN.
15,

1877.

-

4-6m

Wb

lotting]!.

Rapids Try

Job work below Gr.

floe

the

Richmond, Vn., expects to put Gen.

90&@99^ eta.

Greenbacks are worlh

do

prices.

) Joe Johnston

John

into Congress.

Tub

be coming]

ago you could see

hr

tin

severe thunder storm passed Hessian fly the other way.

CEDAR * EIGHTH STREETS.

Manufacturer!af

present of Secretary Sherman to

his niece

who

OF

the United

practice in

States court}.
Hessian fly is said to

A hundred years
Anoturr

loiyihrHeHjrk irarw stock:
CORNER
—
—
Luce & Perkins, BOOTS A SHOES
—
—
“Don”
TABLETS, HEADSTONES
MONUMENTS E. HEROLD,
now

H. Mitchell of Grand Haven has

been admitted to

If you want a piece of real choice meat
go and see what J. Kuite can offer you.

Johostcn’sSarsaparilla the best io

market

Jut received at

married Senator

over this city Thursday night, accompa-

Cameron was a check for $5,000.
pKNRBAi Fremont, with his wife and
their son Frank, are living in General
The royal family of England
reEighth Street, City of Hollaed.
And nil klnda of
The latest news from Europe indicates Belknap’sold house in Washington.
ceive $3,700,000a year in grants from
that the powers taZifcpaaw,but are preparParliament, of which about $1,720,000
Senator Christ iancy of Michigan U the
A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infanta’
ing for war with unabated vigor.
goes to the Queen.
bees for Ml and wlater,and a frill llna of
STONE.only Republican Senator who, has not
Ladlsa’ and Gentlamaa’awaar.
The large schooner Lookout which was contributed,or promised to contribute Specimens of domestic tea raised In
Wn keep coniuntly on bnod the beat kind of
atock, and nlae n nice varletv of dealgns. 'Letter
rebuilt at Anderson’s shipyard, was laiid ito the Republican campaign fund,
enaan IanSouthf Carolina and cored iu Baltimore, Inf done In the English, Hollandand Her
gunge*; as desired. T
up at Kenosh*, on account of the dull
ill
US.
were exhibited in Washington, and were
Captain Eads is a tall white-whiskered,
times.
so fine as to deceive the largest dealers.
pleasant gentleman of quiet ways and
All
Warranted and I am now aallinc tbs Hows flawing Machine,
j?" i
and will henceforthkeep It far salt atmvatore.
The propeller- Mary Groh is running deep resolves. He is modest and unasWomen attain maturity of growth at
Peddling machines with wagons baa bottf abolished
regular,has a carpenter aboard, and is suming. He is a great admirer of Carl Rio Janeiro at an average age of twelve
Prices Low.
for the simple reason that tha prices of machine*
nied by heavy rains.

.

V

CEMETERY WORK
- m
--

CALL AND SEE

Work

• i

V

transforming and enlarging her cabin, so
as

Schur*.
'xr ....
Wc call the attention of our

to improve the accommodation for

years, and

,

no unusual

it is

cJu!

thing to see a

young man of twenty-one with a mother

readers to

before you order, and
ronise your home industry.
cal]

,

passengers.
— ”

d**

—

the new card of Dr. Time. McCulloch, who of thirty two.

~

Bates took the ba» permanently located himself In our
second cargo of brush to Lincoln Park, midst. His office will be in the drug
Chicago, for Messrs.
Ranters* Son. store of Mr. Wm. Van Putten.

Tenn.

The prepiritlons on the beach for the

is

The schooner Wm.

An Epsom

real

List of letters remaining in

work are nearly completed.

The schooner J.

office at Holland, Mich.,

The deposit

easy of access. It

quires crushingto

1878:

two

Is
is

marketable.

it

Josis Vickery, C. A. Kleg.

umpire

Tibbetts, stopped his train while at full

slipped into the

General Grant and

advertisementof Messrs F. Hummel & Co., speed, near Pella, so as not to run over a
last week, advertising,among other tilings, poor dog which some human hounds bad

TV

his family, after

making a lour through Egypt, Italy,
there for two months

rlvw manure.— See correctionin adver-

then uo to Holland, Germany, Sweden

When General Leo atfr the
close
tiu VIWOV
M
the war visited Washington Generali

tisement.

evening

rt

the barn Grant hastenedto pay

last

\J

ten to fifteen bushels of wheat without

Thbrb

so.

come, aud

KTJITB

J.

For the beat kind of

and

Fresh

navy revolver, on Tuesday
of consider]

able size. Careless handling of revolvei

will

•SB imitations

foi
tbt

of

funeral will be at Brooklyn,N. Y., on Sat- reasonable to expect a large increase of
urday, JP. M., May 25th. Further particu- business after they get fairly to work.

—

be enabled to give Iu our

As an item of intereat,we were Informed

next issue.

Four

They

EIGHTH

and

imitate exactly the true color

ring and are about right in

J«

West.

are in circulation in the

four days

& M.

L. S.

.

&

From and

water, generally from 60 to 80 barrels, besides several hundred dozen

of

live birds.

NO.

of

last

week he issued

Holland, - -

The abore firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee aatiaiketion.Their prices are low
enough to compete with my honsa In tha city.
They keep constantly or nand a choice rarfetyof
Ladtea and Children stoes and gaiters.

fore with this

kind of business, which
commends itself to the attention of the

ark has had the

ism

short a time.

hurt as far as heard Irom.

Wb

call

Wm.

W. A H.

of the States of Europe. The group
which has governed Europe so long is be

at the

Spaeth,

sample room of the City Hotel, on

Tuesday evening next,

to organize, if pos-

The Queen

sible,

a club of sufficient numbers to be

The Vatican is represented as anxious
to come to terms with Germany, on the

fail to read the local notices of

basis of an old bill of 1821.

the Pesfiink Brothers in another column.

hension which

They have opened again and seem to have
can
drawn to themselvesthe same lively trade

The

appre-

Rockingham and Yellow

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
grape tines, 100 Currant boshes; Strawberries;
Fears, Apple, Quince, Chestnnt, Mulberry,Appricot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money reqnlred down inqnlre of

them was invisible.She was

posed to be hidden

iu the

gars, candies, canned goods, cakes, etc., is

superb, and worthy of inspection. They
sell the choicestbrands of cigars in (he

market. Give them

com-

The

The exodus of American people to
rope is thus described in a dispatch of

machinery at the new brick yard

of Messrs. John Roost

* Co„ was

16lh inst, from

started

filled

with passengers and

was working nice, for new machinery,
and when the rough edges get smoothed freight. Owing

the clay

is

lies superb,

and the

claimed that

demand good. May

is in full blast,

and judging from

the samples of leather sho wo us, and from
bools and shoes we have seen
their

made

manufacturedleather, it

from

will un-

doubtedly become the favorite stock for
boot and shoes.
will be
calf,
It

as

and

The

leather it is held,

strong and as durable as any

as soft and pliable as a kid glove.

seems to us

for chlldren’a

to be

peculiarlywell suited

and ladies’wear.

they will keep

on

article, establish a

famishing a

good

We hope
first

reputation,

class

and

build up a large business.

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks, Call soon

line;

the Greece, of the National line; the

-

Another
this city

of the

the
Cheap Cash Store of
choice, at

Jewehy & Fancy

the arrivals and clear-

Goods.

&

arrived.

-

Anchor

line.

“ *>- •* Wm. Bate*, Chicago, light.
“ 20— “ Poor Brother*, Chicago, light.
“ 20- “ Hpray, Racine, llght*^
•• 91— *• Hope, Ladlogton,20
shingles.
“ 22— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 12 brla sugar, 28
“ 24—

“

pkga mdse.

All Kinds of

Spectacles.

.

English and Scotch Ales,

May 20-Prop. M. Groh, to Chicago, 400 r r ties, 82
' aa lumber, 100 m shingles,
large business. Mr. H. Walsh has comRepairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
“ 20— 8chr. Wm.
-- -Bates,
-- - Chicago,
-50 cds.
__
____ brash.
__ ___
Four Brothers, Chicago, 80 cds
bined with outside parlies to establish a
-

grain market, and for that purpose have

secured the ground near the Chicago
of 8th street,

rail-

21-

on the Y.

The building, for the temporarystorage
of the grain, will be put up immediately,
for the

22-

-

-

-

—

_

wood.
Sprar, Radne, 650 r r ties, 12 cds
wood.
Hope, Lndtngton,1,000 lbs butter,
150 bn potatoes, 6 brla flour,900
doz eggs.
Tri-Color.Chicago, 96m
40

fb

t

Holland, March

r

94,

1878.

A

ton

accident occured on Thursday

Raplda prices. This win certainlybe
afternoon,on the Chi. * M.
good newa for our farmers, and will
near Richmond, about 8 or 10
bring a larger number of them into this

L. S. R.

HOME SCHOOL.

E.

BAUDER,

upon

the

market. The arrangement, so world to come

^

coming so popular among

to an end.” The

wind tore through there in frightful gusts,

inght himself, attempted to
l1

self

awing

Mm-

clear from the train, and succeeded

surrounding the rain came down io terrific torrents,|
Ike exception of hit right leg,
tanners, that an enlargment is already succeeded by hailstones, of the size of
which g(it caught under the wheels, smash-

wM

the

spoken of, and judging from the amount small hen’s egg-breakinga great mi
ing it badly, between the knee and the
of material and stock crowded together in window lights. The damage cou)d~not be
ankle. As soon as the train reached this
their building, It will be ueceaMiy to inestimated in such a nort time. From station Dr. F. S. Ledeboerwaa called, who
crease the manufacturing facilities.The
Mill Grove, a atatiou/s miles this side of with the assistance of Dr. B. Ledehoer,
location of the factory is first-rate, being
Allegan,we hear, thdl the rain came down hound np the ghastly wounds, io the hope
about equally distant from both railroads, In such torrents UiaLlqe dam was washed
of saving the limb. Future developments,
and gives good facilities for shipping in away in a few minRi
an im- however, alone will reveal whether ampu«

diflereut directions.

tnenae amount of

dam

tation will be necessaiy or not.

Raplda,

HEIeh.

mTSdiI!

DAUGHTERS,

- - by M
Aaalsted
Mrs.__________
BAUDER and
with other ExperiencedTeachers.

a ionic lor wean persona.

A splendid stock

of Cigars

otuer liquors always on

ofthiacity. Mr. Samuel Bailey, aged 24

then heretofore.

;

”C°lil'

A. M., Principal.

R

miles south

Botti*. ;

Also Agant for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W.
. of 5tE and Minor afreets,Philadelphia.Mr.
Robert Smith, has succeeded in making and lntroducing an Ale, which he cal]a “Indla Pale Ale,”

Now epen— Pupils admittedat any time. Course
Thb cheese factory at May Station has
years, whose home is at Steveniville, of InalracUon embraces English,Mathematics,
Ancient and modem Language, and Ornamental
turned out a great many pounds of the
A friend from Hamilton writes us, thatN about 8 miles south of St Joseph, while Branehesr
beat looking kind j ail it requires now is the storm was so severe at that point, last breaking on the freight train, coming
For catalogue or admission,apply to tha Principal at Fint#n, Gxnisni Co.. Mioa.
a little more ige, and then it will be put
\K
missed
his
footing,
(from
a
box
car)
night, that some people expected “the
far, is so complete a success, and is be-

In talk and is

mended
menaea as

Abad

—

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,

RIDLEY BALL. Grand

of bones. "

Grand

AND

6— ly.

tares,

r ties, 2

—

No. 100 Monroe Stnet,

m pack brlstarw.

92- Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 900

coming crop, and they

anticipate to be enabled te offer fall

city

HA<R(RIWGT0J7.

Fall Ltae ot Geldfeens.

CLBARBD.

which may augment itself into a

and be ready

J.

s.

M. Groh, Chicago, sundries.

new enterpriseis started in

road track, north

and take the first

May 18— Prop. M. Groh, from Chicago, 50 brla salt
steamers leaving
I5pkn merchandlao.
merchandlae.
" 19— 8chr. Tri-Coior, Chicago, 180 pkga mdse.

were the Baltic, of the White Star

and the Utopia,

The new tannery of Messrs F. Hummel

The followingare

and

practical cutter

sonable.

DEALERS IB

ances up to Friday morning:

Gellert,of the Hamburg- American line

fortune betide them.

*Co.,

with

the brightness of the

to

of those sailing. The

excellent, the shlpping-faettf

is

their holds

day the piers were crowded with friends

calculationis to turn out

15,000 brick pier day. It

hostilemovement on the part of Austria.

is a

City,

Spring styles, and will guaranJewelers, tee a perfect fit. Prices rea

ers left New York to day with their cabins

in motion on Thursday lost. Everything

off a little,the

Watchmakers |

Eu- tion. The disposii ion of the Servian levies
the seems to inaicate Russia’s expectation of a

New York: “Four steam-

New York

cloths, Cassimeres, of the latest

for the supplies ren-

dered necessary by the general mobiliza-

a call.

Griffin,

and am now prepared
to make up suits according the
latest styles and fashions.
In this connection I have
purchased a stock of Broad-

plete war footing, at the request of Russia

Scrvan capital, to pay

1877.

tailor,

sup-

accepted,

Falk laws, and no sooner.

A

J.

Who

grounded. The pope will be able
and sent large forces to the Bosnian fronto effect a reconciliation with Germany
tier. The czar is sending money to the
whenever he is willing to recognize the

ci-

VAARWERK.

have engaged the aerviceaof

of

wheat.
a

G. J.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

Joslin&Breyman, Mr.

is well

they enjoyed before. Their stock of

„

I

seen a parasol and a fan, but the lady car-

Sehvia has placed her army on
lie

large supplies.

in

VAN LANDEGEND,

said to prevail at the Vati-

is

that this proposal will not

Ware

of painting,and her

rying

sets or in large

quantities.

Holland. Mleh. January 1. 1878.

sale at

a call.

liberal deduction : to

who buy

those

ELFBRDINK.

of the Belgians is very fond

works find a ready
commissionhouses on account of
able to practice among themselves,and to
where he has opened a grocery store, and
the artist, if not for their merit. Of this
do such other business as the assembly
also keeps wine and beer, for the accomshe is very proud. The last one commay deem necessary.
modation of the public at large.— Give
pleted was a field of grain, in which was

Don’t

A

FOR SALE.

J.

who has recently purchased the place of
Mr. Lasman, opposite the Metz Tannery,

him

and 0. C. Ware.

Short Notice.

shingles,and

of White Granite

plete stock

Repairing neatly
done and at
uy don*

A meeting is called by a few lovers of
the National game of base ball, to meet ginning to break up.

the attention of our readers to

the advertisementsof Mr.

trade the necessary attention,

-

and will keep on hand a com-

Mr. Finch has been very successful hereto

$314251

date, I

after this

intend to devote to this line of

RIVER STREET,

22

VAN RAALTE.

K.

CROCKERY!

ELFERDINK’S

H.

R R,

Nobody was

of a lew hours, previous.

D B

6-Uw

weight. v

rtchakoff,who is recovering,will be
Insurance Company of Allegan and Otta- succeeded by Count Schouvaloff,a man
near Fenusville, caused, we are informed, wa Counties. This is certainly an enor as able as the Russian Chancellor and
by a wash-out from the excessiverains mous amount of insurance work for
better acquanted with the modern relations
the Chi.

Specialty.

KUITE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

ST.,

worth in insurance policies for the Mutaa

into the ditch on Thursday evening, (ex-

on

Makes Custom Work a

my

STOCK.

public.— See advertisement.

by Mr. H. M. Dangremond, that, during

ears and the locomotivewere run

press trgln)

produce.

Gome and examine

silver dollars are

made of block tin, bismuth, and pulverized glass. An immense number of these
bogus coins

Tnp cheese factory at Vriesland siarted
up on Thursday, and made 18 cheeses,

boys sometimes.

to

Of the neateststyles and beat qualltiea whlah I
offer cheaper than anybody elae.

^orwtty

A telegram received by Prof. Crflfiell
Mr. Wm. H. Finch has just purchased
announcesthe death of Rev. A. T. Stew- thirds of the promised amount of milk an enlire new outfit for the purpose of
art, D. D. at Watkins, New York. His could be obtained on the first day, so it is moving buildings,at considerable cost

we hope

alted Meats.

ds of farmer’s

weighing about 500 lbs. Only about two-

lars,

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

pay the highest market
ice for hides, hams, and all

seven feet four inches high; the
The pigeon catch at Petoskey still conmother is six feet eight inches; two sons tinues and immense numbers are being
seven feet three inches, and one shipped every week. Once a week a
laughter is seven feet nice Inches.
heavy shipment is made to Chicago by

Putten, accidently shot himself through thi

wound

to

Boots and Shoes

fattier is

B. Van Puttkn, son of Mr. G. Vi

will catch the

the

family in Madison cojnty,

a

is

ani*

his respects; but Let

Florida, of remarkablestature. The

last, ihflicllnga flesh

DEALER IN

I

Immediate friend of the South.

with the premises, and look with them from

left leg, with a

relumed

I

compliment. But
of Mr. G. Van den Bel it was visited by
Lee’s
action
Grant
would have been
partieswho were evidently well acquainted
never

permissionto do

Meat Market

etc.,

for “dog” manure, which should have read tied to the track.

On Wednesday

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

has returned to Paris and will remain

—

1877.

1,

Call at the

and

feet thick,

Jefferson Davis has been aciing as
for two Mississippi men who disa
Wm. Vrrbkek, P. M.
is ready to bp Igunched, hut op to yestergreed in politics and applied abusive
day had not settled the bill of expenses,
An engineer on the Keokuk and Des epithets to each other. He decided that
and was kept on the stocks in consequence.
Moines railroad,known as Uncle Joe both ought to apologize,and they did so.
has been repaired at Anderson’s shipyard,

A ludricous mistake

Hollamd, Mleh., Sapt.

discov-

pure, and only re-

make

HEROLD.

I.

,

Charles 8. Price, Miss Danis Smith. Miss

which

P. Do Cbudres,

the Post

May 38,

been

salts mine has

and get harptao**** *xp*,>M 11 th<lt waj-

pat-

Holland, Mich., Aug. 86 1877.

ered about twelve miles from Chattanooga,

R

i

Givt m a

and

hand.

BAVKnro.

BESISSSiSPS JACIHAI poms
titulars and rampSea worth |5 free. Improre your
spare time at this bailneai. Address tmiaoN
Co., Portland,
8-lv

Maine.

Farm

A

BANKER,

HOLLAND,

.

MICHIGAN.

for Sale.

SSCS.’W

splendid clay tha Unitad States and
city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
ef this land is partiallyImproved. Also
40 acres of unimprovt
nproved land in the Townihlp af Filffiaore. Inquire of
HU ,t aj cBf. wc0B TAIi
42-tf
4. D. HOWARD.
I will aell eighty acres of

soil, six miles from thU

puTnU)

Si

TELEMACBU3 V^. MENTOR.

“Bobert Bramleigh,” was had witnessedthe first will As soon as
weak and shaky. The will itself was they were in the room, I gave Mi. Bramwritten in a masculine-looking hand of leigh a pen, and, placing the document
Doal mind me, I hrg yWjbJd f«UDW, IUt!o rB7
singalaf decision and boldness. The before him, 1 said distinctly, so all
well here alone ;
You maat not be kept from toot “Gera&n" be- characters were, large and well formed.
might hear ; “This which I have just
cause I’ve dropped In like a stone
ThewiUJmd evidentlybeen prepare^, read to you is your final will, and you
by some one who had but .animpOrfeel request James Bom and Margaret Buns
knowledge of the fprm to be used for to witness your executionof it?” 4*It
such* purpose, the splomn (appeal to is— I do,” he solemnly said, as with
km for me, you will mj |o our hoeteee— .Well,
the Deity and, the bequest of the tea- feeble fingers he wrote his name, lie
•caroely need give yon a cue.
two awe-stricken domestics then Added
Okant my praise ! All urlll Hit to Apollo,though
theirs, and I think their hands .shook
;'f

A

V*

signature,

y

SWEET SEVENTEEN.

crape oap, thus offering amarked
contrast to Mrs. Maitland, who was
wearing a grav dress rather travel-soiled.
Apparently she had no time to prepare
a black

BT HZBBXBT BENTI.RTFREEMAN.
How

;

1*

more than the

JlWt
jiore eloquence Ues Iq youth's nsh
OstLpokenheart-lmpnlsethan ever growled under
this grizzling mustache.

testator's,

/

Dr. Ramsey politely pulled foifward a
chair for the housekeeper. Taking it
from him with a cold ” Thank yon,” she
placed it at the end of the table, directly
facing me. 11 Very stern and forbidding1
she looked in her black garments— her
features immovable, -her hands resting

Churton was a silent spectator of the
I1 was about to unseal the envelope
T^e document shown to me was, how- whole of this; but if could not. see her
containing
the will when Lieut Maitland
ever, sufficientto give Hannah Chiirton face, as she stood in the background,
interrupted
. ,'u.
8or“- all of Mr. Bramleigh’s property. There out of the tight of the
«
And he the white neckcloth that rumples, like pleas- jrere thq requisite number of wiiue^fa.
“One
moment,
if you please,” he said,
Before allowing any dhe 16 leave the
room, I placed the will in a large en- placing his hand on my aria.1 '“Before
And
to ave^ you what time the
TVrre 8Ut«r# ahall frown, ' ' 1 ’ !•
______ jf^^tewo^d ha^ velope. Fastening-it with wax, I im- this will is read I wish, to say * few
And youW low yohr hlgb-comedy figuM, and sit granted letkWOf MminiSntion with
pressedit with Mr. Bramleigh’s mono- words. Mrs. Churton tells me that Mr.
‘ more at Vase In your
'»
iH lb. alfiir^rj ..ia Te I" ua *i WOf (Mit sic the will annexed7the appointment of an gram and crest by means of a seal that1 Bramleigh has left her everyihing unHe’s off 1 There’shla foot <o» the ataltvMee. By
executor having been omitted, the ordi- was on the tray of the inkstand. The conditionally. I simply wish to express
, Jove, whet a bound I Really now
my firm belief that Mi. Bramleigh cotfld
VM. t ever' leap like this aprlngald, with Love’s nary probate ootild not have been ob-' old man watched me closely, and, when I
chaplet green oh my brtw?''
ained), on one of the attesting Witness- had finished, he said : “ Keep it— till it only have been induced to make such a
es making affidavit that the trill had is wanted;” thus retiaving me of a great will by unfair and foul means. Although
by UG;t&ratof ‘irro embarrassment, for J didnotlike leav- I have been the cause of an estrangeing it in the power of Hannah Gburton, ment between father and daughter, I

d™SiJS3^

gown.

.-osea.

Louisa's brother says they’regolden. •

UnschooledIn the maturer aria
Of picking aU, her friends to pieces,
to chain her loven’ hearts
With wltqhery qf lore’s caprices{

Nor Milled

sconf

Lina that would
truth to hide,
A laugh that's nilrery and
The angel of the poor, the pride
Of erery JoUy Christmas party.* ^

pray'

hearty,

!

To flirt wAli poo^oWdolonel dhanoe,
Aud wing Lis heart with glances haughty,
Between the pauses o{ Jlje danoe-

>

1

> *

!

’

me.

lamp.

her fairy footatepafall

The burnished braids that bind her uead
• With earelessribbon looselyhold<sn—
Her friend Louisa calls them red,

Hannah

.

light

The garden gate aha gently cloaee,
And wanders by the bloeaomed wall,
While Jane makes mirth among the

„

;

It’s.nioe—but oh,

It's

rery naughty

!

'

witwarda when her waltz is done, For ffcar mamma should scent the treason !
Uaooeot ! ecautemned to
i”
T^o gantlet oi( a city season^ ,
(

.

run

’

rammnt'Ti!

lest she

He’s gone

! There’s the slam of his eab door, there’s
the clatter of hoofs sod the wheels,
And while he the light toe is tripping, In this armchair I’ll tilt up my heels. Jr
He’s gone- aud for. what? For a tremor fr^ma witnesses.

Now, I am always very particular
about wills; I think they are too serious
to4fe settled in a( hurry>'I never will
allow a client to execute one until I am
convinced that its purport is perfectly
understood.
2 ^^^areJMre, Churtoo,.!preoume?”

should tamper with it.

cannot think that he oonld so

far

She dreams all lores beneath the moon
Are equal parts of truth and honey; ^
ner alone-shenfftsmtoo soon
That Ibve’s another name for money.

forget

^JVherels the nameieai glace of old,

,

his love for her as to strip her of everyOn our way down stairs Dr. Ramsey
thing. It is my intention, for her sake,
told me that his patient was rapidly
to contest this will; and it is with Ms
sinking, and that hedbubted whether he

M“p""ion ?
Untarnishedby the dust of fashion ?

view that I hive requestedmiy bid friend,
And she. a city season’sbelle, • ,fl
would live another tWenty-four hours.
Of slaves and suiton shell have plenty,
Mr. Robson, to be present to-day as my
And marry, If her world goes well,
1 Taking him into the dining-room and
legal adviser.”
A rich old widower when she’s twenty.
shuttingthe door, I told him of my susIs there naught In the hjh> of youth bu^ the glow of
His
frank,
manly
face
was
flushed
with
picions of the housekeeper, and that I
PITH AND P01KT.
felt afraid of leaving Mr. Bramleigh honest excitement -as, leaning over the
’JH^JTi'mellSSSapplauHe of n}ih3d-ti the
goal of a besuttrtxl face?
alone with her all night. He agreed back of his wife’* chair, he took her luce
A race that la not to the ewlft, a prise that no merits
A man of parts— The barber.
with me, and promised to send his assist- between his hands and kissed it. “For
I ttSKGu.
A spring- bed makes— The gardener.
But is won by some/ainean/youth who shall simply
ant to watch till the morning, when, if jour sake— not mine, dearest,” I heard
walk over the course ?
“lam,” she replied, looking me un- Mr. Bramleigh should still be living,
Meat for repentance— Trichina pork.
•fltW *«U bp l«M) III •.'!(). • . . l..i
flihbhiugjy in the i!f ace. I Somehow I he would on his own responsibility I read Ihe will slowly and distinctly.
Poor boy ! shall T ahock his conceit? ’When he talks
A carriage- house — An express-office.
fpit suspicious that things were not 00
of her cheek's loveliness.
place a trustworthy nurse in charge. It was veiy short Save one annuity of
Motto
for a cat-show— “Come to the
fair
as
they
should
be.
I
questioned
Shall I say 'twas the air of the room, and was due
The house keeper opened the door to £50 to Hannah Churton - for uRfe,
to carbonic evoew ?
scratch/* ; hi- •
.10* "
her rather closely,bhk ithe only admis- let ns out.
everything
was
left^o
Dr.
Ramsey
and
.. i
That, when waltzing she drooped on his breast,and
sion I obtained from her was that she
myself,
in
tmst
for
Magdalen
Maitland,
An
ice
tiling—
A
refrigerator.
‘ (That’s
“ It is all right, Mrs. Churton,” I mahad written the will but that it was at liciously said, as the- doctor wished her to be settled on her as we in our discre- an ice joke, too.)
her maater'eidiotfttion.
good-night.“I am quite satisfied now. tion should think fit
Home-made bread is good ; also, hoeShall I tell him First Love Is a fn
rand, a weakling pare a moreTe^^omment; but beAstonishment is a mild word to ex- made vegetables.
The
wil 1 will be in my keeping. By-thethat's s<
fore doing Bbjffldlaral'&at it was necby,” I added, looking her sharply in press the feelings of those present, nor*
Recalled with p? VoitetflMtfi&itlost In unsano.
To flatter a fool; ask his advice.
To
essaiY^'AqiWd see Mr. Bramleigh. I the face, “had you not batter let your will I attempt to do so. 1 My tale lies
tided
equal him, follow
>,•
Or shall I go bid him believe in all womankind’s named mb omission of the appointment
master’s friends know of the danger he with Hannah Churton. Startingto her
A word to topers — Don't complain so
of
an
Executor.
'I'his seemed rathe* to
is in? Dr. Ramsey says he does not feet, she pushed the chair from her,
inghof the world the rattlemnoh
of your luck. . It's all in your
nonplus her. She asked whether she think he will last much longer.”
and, stretching out one arm, gave utrye.
coultlTMtbe named' ss executrix. The
terance
to
a
fierce
torrent
of
invective.
She mumbled something in reply, but
Shalll
ie book
The Jersey fisherman,when he gets
I oould not catch what it was. I stayed The veil was lifted, and the native
to
be sentimental,sings of the “ shad
coarseness
of
the
woman’s
nature
stood
rht love— Autalking upon indifferent subjects, to
gusts— my Lalage ? But
that. something waa wrpng ; and*. seeing
revealed. It was as I had feared. Un- sea waves.” *
while
away
the
time
until
the
arrival
qf
I forget. Was it really -Augusta? No. Twas
Lucy! No. Mary! No. Di!
The proof of the pudding is in the
Dr. Ramsey’s assistant. Mrs. Churton, mindful of the bounty of btit too generHever mUld, the/ fere ,all Prat, aud faithlesa, and
ous a master, she heaped obloquy on state of your stomach the morning after
however,
was,
unlike
her
sex,
remark• ^^M’te forgotten just vAy,1* ‘,'>1 1
bowever, that I should accompany her ably reticent;I could only get the short- his memory, and fearlessly asserted that you have eaten it
No, no. I Let him dream ooahdever.Alai ! he will back, as she greatly feared it would be est replies from her. She seemed very she had wasted the best years of her life
No man who doesn’t take his rations
. waken too soon
too late if left till the morning.
v- i: ; 0
mnoh astonished and rather displeased in his service. ' 1
regularly(when he can get them) can bo
And It doesn’t look well for October to stays be
A csb jooniook us to No. 569 Coleman when Dr. Ramsey returned with his aspreaching at June. '
Magdalen Maitland covered her ears called a rational being. t/
foor boy!_ ^U hla fond foolish trophie?pinned Ifefeel'It was a large, gloomy,' old-fashsistant, ‘ He explained to her that, al- with her hands, to ahnt out the hard
yondeitlebo#, from her hair,
. What relation are the occupants of a
A fewr biU4t*4oua,
bilUMoua, invitations,and— what’e this? ioned house, with a spacious entrance though there was no chance of saving words. Her husband led her toward, rented house tp the landlord?. They
hall I was taken into the dining-room, he? patient’s life, yet his last moments the door, but Hannah,, Churton interMy name! I
and asked to wait while Mr. Bramleigh might be alleviatedby skil(ed attend- cepted them. Tearing her cap fr ^m her are his ten- ants, aren’t they?
If there is anything ip this world of a
was being prepared for my visit. The ance, and, therefore, as he himself could head, she threw it on tho ground before
Yoc kaqw her,^ tblnk^’hnwon dif she once was furniture in the room was old and very
more
uncertain tenure then a minister’s
not stay all night, he had brought his the frightenedgirl"
salary, it is a woman’s thimble. "
massive.
Some
handsome
oil paintings
assistant
for
that
purpose.
“Trample
on
it!”
she
cried,
in
a
But she says that’s all over." Ah, is it? Sweet
IkSa^thJ walls, 't ’ am. Very fond of
• '!•..Ethel ! lacomparablemaid
)r
In one’s experience of mankind we frenzied voice. “Your father’s victim
It is singularhow^rly in life a child
Or— what If the thing were' a trick?— thli letter bo pictures, so; HWihg the lamp, I walked
find
that
it is possible to be sometimes has ho right to wear it 1” I must admit gains the reputation of resembling the
freelydisplayed- '‘>i J !
round the irootn slowly inspectingthem too clever; Mrs. Hannah Churton was that she looked grandly tragio as she derichest and best-lookingrelations.
Oirtbe right of the ftrephww I’omneop- very clever, but she committed two very claimed these fiery words. I felt half
0
;Tffl m
Spilkins says he onoe stopped at a
on a pictutt mit Ih fMe turned toward great mistakes. The first was in con- sorry for the poor, defeated creature.
Oallacab! Half past ten! Not ton late yet. Oh,
hotel where tne dining-room was located
the wall. ’ Timed the picture. It was
Ethel! [Wlp don’t you go? Well? !(; /f
Nme years have passed since then, in the fifth story. Board was high at
sulting a lawyer. The will drawn by
-“Mastersaid you Would wait—” Hang your mas- the portrait in oils of a young and very
her— for so it really had been— might and Mrs. Maitland declares that there that hotel 1 ’ ,i,'
ter ! Have 4 ever a message to send ?”
beantiful girl in a dark riding-habit. have been upset on the ground of undue are “silver threads among the gold.”
Yes, ted hind I’ve gone to the German to dance with
' A little girl told a playmate that two
the fHtnd.ofhlafriend.
Hearing
footsteps outside the door, I re.l.i
influence.«I say 41* might have been,” The cares of a youhg'family have some— Harper'i MagatineJor Sum.
miners had been at her house nearly all
stored the picture to the position in which
what
marred
her
good
looks,
but
they
for there is nothing so hard to prove as
the week. The miners referred to were
I fonnd it, and, as I did so, I saw writundue influence. -* The great point will live again in my little god-daughKOBERT BRAMI.EKJII’S WILL. ten at the bottom of the frame, Magda- against-her was the Ousting of a child in ter Magdalen who promises to rival oalciminers.
len Bramleigh.
A Detroit man jumped into the river
her mother in beauty.
favor of a stranger.
the
other day to cure his 'toothache. He
blWida#
The footstepe. I hear^. were those of
Mistake No. 2 was as follows : The
must have what they call “ a jumping
bad been working hard getting up evi- the housemaid, who hkd ’Oome' te ^an- doctor had gone up-stairsto install his
A Prussian Duel. .
toothache.”
dence, in IkfiU^ajvBodidBntd^Ond was nounce that Mr. Bramleigh was ready to assistant, leaving me standing in the
A
Captain
in the Sixty-fourthPrussian
putting np my papgj-8 with a eirii of see me.
^followed her up-stairs, and hall with the housekeeper. Fumbling
The Cincinnatians deny that the
relief. Another forty minutes nnd I was ushered into a large, comfortable- in her pocket she pulled out a roll of regiment had been uajing attentionto founders of their city were the descendthe young wife of the Adjutant of the
should be at home. I could almost looking bedfbom.
cheerful fire bank-notes; thrusting these into my
ants of Ham. They very idea makes
regiment, and had allowed himself to
smell, the boiled capon and oyster sauce burned in the grate. Facing it was a hands, she told me that it was her masthem bristle with indignation.
which I knew were being prepared for large ' four-post bedstead, hung with ter’s wish that I should take them for speak publicly in a cynical manner of
Thebe is a man only 25 years of age
me. .“ThereY.m&yh BKp ’twixt the white curtains, and at the head of the my trouble. I unrolled them, and his intimacy with her.. The remarks who has already married fourteen
having been repeated by his brother of•cup And; the lip,” aavp the proverb;1 and bed Mrs. Churton was sitting, with a found two for £10 and one for £5.
ficers to the husband, the latter laid the women. He ik a clergyman, and marin my case it proved only too true; for, small table in front of her, on which Twenty-five pounds !
matter
before the Court of Honor of his ried them to their husbands.
just as I wad tying up the last bundle of were placed an inkstand and some paper.
A long legal experience has taught me
regiment,
and, with the sanction.of this
A retired pugilist and a man who exWert, the office bpy put his head in at She pulled back the curtain, and I saw that in all dealings with doubtful people
tribunal, a duel between the officerswas plains the meaning of something are
the door and dispelled the tempting vis- an c‘ '
one’s safety lies in having a good witarranged. The Lieutenant, being the pretty much alike— one is an exion.
face
ness. I waited till the doctor came down
challenger, demanded that the duel pounder, and so is the other.
; fU woman to see you, if you please, sunk.
stairs, occupying myself by entering
sir. She won't give no name.
Says far gone to make a will; butafter speak- the numbers of the notes in my pocket- should bo fought with pistols ; the first
A person, being asked why he had
shots to be ‘fired at fifteen paces’ distance,
she’s a stranger.”
given his daughter in marriage to a man
ing with him for a little time I felt satis- book.
the opponents then being at liberty to
with whom he was at enmity, answered
fied that the intellect^aa quite clear.
“Look, doctor,” I cried, as he apadvance to within five paces of one an“ I did it out of pure revenge,”
Turning to Mrs. Churton I told her peared, showing him the notes. “Mr.
other anelJhe firing to be continued un-:
that she need not wait ; I would ring if Bramleigh is a -liberal paymaster.”
. .it: Little notea from creditors, , '
til one or other of the opponents should
Llctle billa on >Ute,
I wanted anything,
Turning to / Mrs. Churton,
said:
be so severely wounded as to be unable
Make tbe average bank ozahler
“Oh,
Ji'uD irn* »
“Yes, go-go, Hannah!” cried the
This will amply repay me.”
Rehypothecate.
to fire any longer. The meeting; took
What if she, then ?”
sick man, and I fancied that I could deRetaining the note for £5, I returned
—St. Louis Poet.
place in an open space in a wood near
Attimr was a droll lad. I had brought tect an eagerness in his voice, as. if he her the other two. She took them from
“You bachelors ought to be taxed,”
mm to Lonuon from the country, to desired her absence rather than her me without saying a word, but a black the town. At the first exchange of shots said Mrs. Lockford to a resolute evader
the bullet of the Lieutenant grazed but
presence. As Mrs. Churton left the 00k came over her. face. I think she
did not seriously injure the -Captain ; of the noose matrimonial“I agree
room I caught sight of the reflection of began to suspect me. I got home very
and, at the fourth round, the latter shot with you perfectly,ipadam,” was the
the office, but he used to keep the other her face in the glass over the ohimney- late that night The capon was more
reply, “for bachelorism is a luxury.”
his adversarythrough the the right lung
clerks in a good temper By his amusing tieee, and I do not think she would have than done, and so was the oyster
and
heart
The
corpse
of
the
Lieuten“I say, Paddy, that is the worstw«re *ud dry remarkg. ,
,r.
/cowled quite as mu«h had she known sauce ?
ant was taken to Angermunde, where looking horse you- -drive I ever saw.
Aftfear paused; as if considering, and that I waf looking. I began by asking
Mr. Bramleigh died the next morning the usual inquest war held, and thence Why 4on’t you fatten him up ?” “ Fat
then, with a look of intelligence, as Mr. Bramleigh what were hie wishes at 10 o’clock. Soon after I had left lie
muqh as to say that he had hit the^ nail with regard to his will In low tones he become unconscious,in which state he to Prenzlau, where the deceased officer, him up, is it? Fai*, the poor beast can
who was only 29 years of age, was hardly carry the little mate that’s on him
vot the head this time,’ he- answered: old me that he desired to leave everyremained till shortly before his death, buried with military honors. In an or- now/ replied Paddy.
“'Well, sir, she's a sort of betwixt and hing to Hannah Churton, his housewhen there was a rally. Opening, his der published by the oommander of the
The young man whose fancy lightly
keeper, as a reward for he^ long and
eyes with an eager look, as if he missed regiment it was announced that Liout.
turned to thoughts Of Ibve, about a
faithful services. — ..
..........
something, he threw one arm outside W. had diqd suddenly and blamelessly.
month ago, had better begin to bnokle
the ‘betwixtand between* up-stiiia.”
the coverlet,and crying “Magdalen,
down to business and provide a sinking
A tall middle-aged woman entered
Magdalen P‘ he obeyed the summons
The New Apportioimentof Ohio. < fund against the advent of (the ice-cream
and took the seat I placed for her.
but at last I got him to confess that he which tads him thofe his assise— yea, in
The Coiambus correspondent of thb season.—
jt gloves,
had had no intention -making his that dread court where “ not proven” is
Chicago Times says: There has been .“Tommy Leach,” said the schoolq, placed —
housekeeper his solA heiress until she unknown. ’ Guilty or not guilty? Who
considerablediscussionover Ohio as to master, “whfeh your ’father drinks, what
____________ She then pro- had herself broached the subject to shall say?
the poetical status of the, Congressional vegetable does it remind you of?”
•doeed from her pocket a large foolscap him. * She certaMly.MuBt h%vfe tad great
The funeral tools place on the Saturapportionment Taking the districts as “Pars-nips,”promptly responded the
-envelope, Itom which she drew a piece power over the old man to induce him
day, but an engagement prevented me
of paper folded longways. This she to agree to such a scheme. 1 proposed frpm following. Mrs. Churton had writ- fixed by the new law gives' thirteen boy. ‘‘Tbomiui/'f quoth the pedagogue,
haadtod to me, explaining, in a hard, mb- to Mr. Bramleigh that he should leave ten, requesting tliat I would attend with Democraticand seveii Republican dis- “you may take your books and pars
motouous voice, that she had been sent his property to some one on whom he the will, whitto fctfil remained in my pos- tricts, figuring uporethe last Presiden-«•tial vote as a basis. The majorities jn
1 Mfi' RobaifcJhEaBi*i could rely, in trust for his daughter. I
session, with the one drawn by her.
‘ Vat's de matter— vat’s de matter ?”
the districtson that, basis were as fol.who was dan- also volunteered, although I have an
I arrived at the house a little after 1
exolaiiped tp old Dutchman,, as he
"
moil O/MTlit A
s hot expected aversion to the trouble and responsibilityo’clock, and was at once taken into the
tacked up his apron and rah out of his
— — Mctfcrity.
of_ a trusteeship, my services as trustee dining-room, where I fonnd Dr. Ram- -DlstrMe.
Demdcrat. 'Republican: shop to know the meaning of the crowd
..........
«70
for this purposer My arguments pre- Bejj Mr. Robson (a’ brother practitioner),
1*ifi his heighborhood-^ vat’S de mat8*C0Dd...< ....................
75
:tm^ |Bigned pyjhiip for his will that after- vailed. He assented, and I prepared fi
and a handsome young fellow, who was Third ......... ..... ilf. .......
ter?” “There’s a man killed,” replied
l
noon. Fearing lest it should not bO in will accordingly,the old man requesting introduced to me as Lieut. Marthmd, the
a bystander. “Oh, isk dot all?” said
a proper font, he bad desired her to that his medical man, Dr. Ramsey, late Mr. Bramfeigh’s son-in-law.. 0
our friend, evidently,disappointed;“ish
should be nominated as my 00- trustee,
The door opened and a yqwg lady en- SfVMth ................
629 dot all ?— akoost a man killed ? Humph 1
and- that- -an annuity of £50 ahnnlij be tered. It did npt require anyintroducI tho^t it vas a fight.”
::::
I unfolded the paper and read, as foltieh to' tell me that she was the original Tmth. .......................
“ LITTLE.”
lows:
of the portrait, still With its front turned Llarenth ............. ..... ,...i 514
A pompooi attorney,while trytag » ctuie,
In the u«ne of God, Amen, l leave /my explaining sis I did so its full effect
1,048
......... ..............
Wm quizzing a wiineM End “plains for tUwt."
toward thW wall. Her! face was very Twelfth.
Thirteenth.I....1 ..... A..1 850
The witnew, who owed him * pendul grudRe,
When ; I had finished » he muttered, beautiful,ibiwithstanding its extreme
.•v..'I
Provoked him until he zppeAUdto the Judge.
....... ...
*(Vr, J’JJJ
••••
Robert Bramleigh, of 559 Coleman street i “Quito right— quite right; ''but -I am paleness and !thc .teep.swpllqn eyelids. ruiecmo ......... ............
Sixteenth..;..kju.J.
.ill 819j •/» .UJ'^Jtkr
afnfid Hannah will not1** be pleased.”’ I She seated herself by the fire, bei;
him fibt tottAtitiopittohe*;' band standing behind her. leaning his
ton. myrhoiuekeeper, an a reward for her long
NinUemh...,,*;*,,,,
.. | ,,
arms On ttolXck 6f the dhalr.
•ad-mt&ri&e! 'Signed by me on TnZ
1 wenuctu. • ••••••••••••••
Ojiio
— — — — — hi
Mrs. Churidn had closely followed
day, Dec. 12, 1868. Bobebt Brakleioh.
On the
udMdd, from AiVOeiich Where
Churton to snnimon James Bum and Magdalen Maitland into the room. She
Witneiwea— Jatnea Burn, Margaret bims.
Not a case of small-pox has been re«
We
wuU
nothing
but
eilenoe, and littleof that.”
exammed the writing carefully. The Margaret Sims, the two servants who was dressed in deep mourning and wore ported in Boston for eleven months.
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ALL ABOUT WEDDINti FEES.
men Who Receive ae Mach m 92,000

Clei gy
a

“Yes, now

Year tor Tying the Maptlal Knot.
[From the New York- Son.]

And

I understand.”
planed me down with a mal-

t

Common

le

“ Now I don’t Yon won’t stick to
In New York, where mamagee form a rule-- *” 0 (; } >’ -7. i, l
“ If I had stuck to the rule the stick ’
very important part of the clergy’s micwould
have saved me.”
tions, wedding fees are looked after
“ I don’t get onto that”
with especial solicitude. If a clergyman be popular, genial and of good so- .' “Neither did Li- It was I who got
oft''
cial standing,his fees often form a large
“ Well, go on, go on,” said his Honor,
item of hia Income. The cream of the
marriages in high life usually falls to the tipping back the chair, with the resignashare of the Frotestaht Episcopal and tion of a man who gives np his seat in
Presbyterian ministers, since those two a crowded car to a woman.
“Then they: put
in the
denominationsembrace the wealthiest
‘ chase
”
part of the church-going community.
“What! chased you? Impossible I
The Episcopal marriage service, with its
ring accompaniment, fine music and Bat go on.”
“And then they got out their shootpoetic and historic attractions, is genering-stick
”
ally preferredby those who desire to be
“ Now, Ipok here; do you mean to say
wedded in style, and to start in life under fashionable anspices. The rectors they had to pull fcheix revolver on you ?*’
“ Not exactly, hut they took e mallet.
of this denomination’shundred or more
churches probably reap a larger revenue Then they sent me to ‘ press,’ and here
is the 1 impression ’ as you see.”
in this respect than those of any other
“Is there anything the matter with
denomination, with one possible excepyou,
young man
j
tion. Fees of $20, $50 and $100 are not
“ No, sir; only I want to be delivuncommon, while on occasions whon the
Bishop or some other dignitaryof the ered.”
“ I am told by a friend of yours who
churoh is called in they reach $500. In
the poorer parishes of the East and has just climbed down from the back of
West Sides the amonnt shrinks to $7, my chair that you have spoken in the
$5 and even $2. As a rule well-fo-do teclinicalitiesof your profession,and
Episcopalianspay largerfees than others. that you swore off on the 1st of January,
Next to the Episcopalians in this re- but you were persuaded by a lot of boys
spect come the Oatholics. Strictly that the old year hadn’t ended, and so
speaking, priests are forbidden to take you fell, If I let you go and give you
money for such services—that is, they an almanac that contains a list of the
are requested not to sell the sacraments eclipses and tells when it will thunder,
—but custom sanctions a gratuity or will you promise never to look in a grooffering, the size pf whioh is according cery again; never go out with the gang;
to the ability of the giver. As a class never, no, never, sit up all night, and
Oatholicsare more prompt and liberal that you will use your effortsto the best
than the average Protestants. Ten dol- of your ability to bleach your nose? Do
you swear it ?”
lars is the sum ordinarilygiven. Even
“I do, with italics.”
poor mechanics pay as high as $5.
“ Then go away and be good.”— Aew
Where the parties are evidently too
poor to meet such an expense, the For/: Star.
i

:

fj

{

;

me

-

-

?”

priest often declines taking anything.
After the Oatholics ore Methodists, Baptists, Oongregationalists, and other
Protestant denominationsin the order
of their iiumbers and wealth. Foes of
$5, $10 and $20 are those most commonly given, thq latter being the limit usually reached by the well-to-do but not
wealthy class.
Hebrews contribute liberally, and a
Babbi with an average congregation
rarely gets less than $10 or $20, and
often $50, $100 and $250.
The largest fees are paid in the dis-

IX

Force of Habit.
In most of our colleges it is the custom for one member of the faculty—
usually the President— to have the suervision of all absent and dilatory stuents, and to him every such one is to
go to explain the cause of his absence
or tardiness. • No more kind and indulgent guardian of the college discipline
could have been found than Dr.
Every student knew well Ins old 'and
stereotypedway of saying, “ Well, well,
I’ll excuse you this time; but don’t let

A—.

Warranted a

_

necessarilyfollow ____
they are iuferier in make, and less accurate
thsii other*?t Have, they Wt been denumstut- c
senso to sunpo^thkVa Dhvsiotanwith capital
could be induced to hazard it and a hard-earned
reputation npon a worthless article?R. V.
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Don’t Forget It— That you ought to
read the advertisement so headed in another
column of this paper.
C’ONBUJIPTIVKN.

The odwt!i*r, hAvtn* IxH-n pernimently cared of
tlut dread diseue, ConaumpUon,by a al tuple remedy, la
anxious to make known to bis fallow-aaffarera tbe means

cunr.s, and full directionsfor utirg, aoooarp*nie* each bottle, or will be sml fm to any addremk

OSCAR

discharge the excess of bQe. If nature Is not
attacks or prostrating fever* noeoasorily follow, causing great suffering and
liver to

even death. A HtUe timely precaution,however, will
preventall this,tea may be found In that favorite houanboid

wnedy

at the

he^

etc.

with
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when In Chltego. Stock New and Bought tat
Or Cash. Great IndnoemeDUto Cash Baren.
H. K. Bckl, late with M. Sell k Co., Chicago.

CALIFORNIA.
Advertlacjnents
Insertedin a Hot of over 100 Or»operative Papers. The nnly HU »n Ptolflo tt>**W
Rend for clruulnr containingMar of uauora, priios.
Ac. Address (’AH LOS WJUTF.'AV.Y *^5Jt7
Market Street, San t'randaco. I*. O. Box 2271'

THE
GOOD OLD

STAND-BY.
MEXICAN MU8TAH6 LINIMENT.

THE ORIGINAL & ONLY GENUINE
“ Vibrator* Threshers,

FOR MAN AND BEAIT.

|
,
MOUNTED HOR8I POWERS,
i

.

EnABLUHCD 35 Yxam. Always cnrec Always
ready. Alwaya handy. Hoe never yet failed.Thirty
millionshail tasud it. Tbs whole world approves
the glorious old Miwtanf tl*», Beet and Cheapert
liniment In existence. 85 cento a bottle. The
Mustang liniment eireewhMBofflinff else wQL
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And Steam Thresher Engines,
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NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO,,
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Procure a bottle at once from yoar druggist
Do not delay. Give it a fair trial,and yoowiU be more
than utlshed with the result obtained.
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Don’t Forget that the
are getting the
of tramps and thieves, and teat yon ought to
court muddled. Come to the point.”
be provided with a weapon of deft
efense. See
“ There’s where I came to at last— a
advertisementin another
full stop. They 1 locked me up
Don’t Fobget It.”

—

NewYosk.

MORROW
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fit,

Drlllluir IfNCllfiM*is tho only Machine that
will succeed everywhere. It makes the best
of wells In nttysoilbt rock. One mart and

and you w& Sy it is a blessingXSend quinine ted oaloinef, and has superseded these medL
Aftorymshaveberearaaredat night by brngtoH in
your name to F. E. Inoalli ~
your hoase a few times, you will feel the neceesMr of
cinea in pToes where teey have heretoiorebtonaxtsn.
(for a pamphlet containingd
cores,
Price 50 cents and

of te’

MCortUbdt

fect:}'lender In out* nilniiie.S18
per day sure for agent*. Bella
fiddly; every family tiuy*. 'A penmhI iigciit In ea<’li Stale wanted
capital.Send ftd- sample^
nrle** 91.00.And write for leMDH.

tO REACH READERS OUTSIDE

1
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1

assisted In her efforts,severe bilious
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U. DIOSKK,

*AOUAtWh%’rtv'M/VJftl*lOM
V’mi:
Berfffte''k Improver.
nprovt
BEST IN THE WORLD.
Will nmkH tire toiiglu'st aleak per-

lobe made. Agents wanted for Tbe HimtratedFamily Herald,the largest paper.
In the U. N. M large pages.Twelve (tagee
iM'antifulIllustrations.Two elegantchroraos free to each subaorllwr.
Only |1 for 16 months. Our
agenti are averaging from 90 to 60 subscriberseach
dully. One agent hai just reportedtaking over 900 subscribers In three days. Takes at sight wRh everybody.
Largest commissionallowed agents. Terms free.
Agents complete outfit of ebronjos, sample paper*,etc.,
atc.,frp«tothos«whoeendDOeent*at once to pay the
postageon It Nothing else wtll nay ymi M well. Ad-1

of oare. To til who desire it, ha will oend a copy of tbe
prescriptionused (free of charge), with the directions
for preparing and using the aama, which tber will find a
» Cum for ConsumptionAsthma, Bhonchitu,

anj

tAWH
of.

”

tobacco

,e be«t

ACTUAL

_____ Is guarantsed or purchase price refunded.
pies sent tree to any who may deiiro. Tbe medicine la
put up in two slsed packages,and retails lor tOo. and
gl.OU. Dor., tirioe £B 5U and 17.00. Thnae remittingretail price will have the medicine promptly forwarded by
ration mail. AddressA. KT11RIDUK, Manufacturer
and Proprietor, Rome, N. Y.

Tobacco.
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$1; for sale by
“ I was soon ‘alive/* and when I was
shoved over1 1 was * standing.’
•Motheus1 Mothers l! .Mothers!!!
“ Young man, you narrate in parables.
fail to procure Mrs. Winslow's Soothing
Can’t you elucidate ?”
thrall diseases incident to the periodof
“ I will try, J udge. They put a good iug in children. It relieves the child
‘ heading ’ on me, aiuLgave me-a promi*
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ve the grateful testimon all of
fathom your remark,” said
many who have been oared of thii disorder.
, patting one hand np to !his
For subduing the Nerves and bringing the
bending forward.
.
C aves’

‘

Money Maklug

Tita

Av

Ther are uniform In shade, and the color* can always
be matched. Any one can point with tham. No need uf
a painter to mix It for yon. No rired of a dryer or other
Ingredients.The paint U ready fur immolate application. Send for sample cards showing different shades.
They have very superior coveringproperties, and do not,
like the so-calledpatent points, contain either water.
Iientinn or alksll These Painte are in liquid Form, and
are sold in Gallun Cans and Barrels. They are also put
up in small cons of one to fire pounds.
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For the convenience and economy of consumers of
the well-known house of F. W. JiLVUK
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F. W. Deroe A Oa, can be relied on for the
exterminationof the Potato Bug and Cotton Worm.
Circular on the use of Paris Green distributed Jree on

•

“Well,!!
t me
down as a
don’t
“ Yon are a printer ?” said Scully, as
mean it,” said Maj. Poore. “Gan’t you
a rather gooddooking young man was
give mo/Spme o^her occupation?** “ Yes,
run frdm the bull-pen mtd the shoot at
of course I can,” replied Morrissey.
the West Side Court.
11 Give mo credit for my old trade if yon

INGRAIVAMffr dO^DJ.

u

Made by

DEVOE

~

Ku|wriorIn design. Not equaled
In quality,or
UmekeepenL

PURE PARIS GREEN,
W.
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otheia say that all other remedies have failed. IN-,
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Printer’s Case.
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EVERY SOLDIER;
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And, everywherela belle Marla went,
the pastor’s wife, Ladies whose pin
Le June muttony wu gureto go.
money from this source aggregates from —Imported poet of the Stamford Advocate.
Partieswishingthe prescription will please address
. Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON.
$500 to $1,500 a year aretobefound
194 Penn Street, WUIlamaburgh,
N. Y.
scattered over the magic parallelogram
The Grcntcst Discoveryof the Age is Dr.
on either side of Firth avenue, Some
Tobias’ oolebratodVcnoHon Liniment ' 31' yean before
are said to enjoy as high as
Dot Mary hat got ein leedleechaf,
the public, and warranted to care Diarrhea,Dysentery,
Kit hair, jrart like #ome vool
$2,500 from this source. In the
Colic and Spasms, taken internally; and Cronp, Chronic
Und, all der blaoe dot gal did vent,
Rheumatism,Sore Throats, CuU, Bruises,Old Son*,
Mr. Beecher’s popularityin
, Du abaf go like ein fool,
and Pains In the Limbs, Back and Cheat, externally.
his wedding fees are said to have been -Hackentuick Ucpubliem,
It has noror failed. No family win ever be Without
over $3,000 a year. If the pastor is unafter once giving it fair trial Price, 40 cento. DR.
Morrissey’s Occupation.
married he usually puts the money into
TOBIAS’ VF.NBTIAN HORSE LINIMENT,in Pint
books. Many a flue library has been
When Ben:
en: reney
Perley roore,
Poore, me
the com- Bottles,at One Dollf t. is warrantedsuperior to any
aoonmnlated in this way. One Episco- piler of the“
ie Congressional Directory, other, pr NO PAY. for tbto cure of Colic. Cats, Bruises,
pal rector, with a large congregation, called on John
John Morrissey for a short Old Sates, etc; Sold by all Druggists. Depot- 10 Park
Place. N*»r York.
contributes the amount of his wedding sketoh of his
tie life; and asked what his
fees toward paying the funeral expenses profession was, the newly-elected ConAt thlaoeoKJocf the year the ham&n ayetem la liable
of his more-needy parishioners.
gressman said, with" 'some bitterness, to beooraodisorderedfrom the insufftekmt effort* of the

A

OMMIM.

M,

eklWrva. wh*
hate «nt«iv4 a'huraevU.U i-l IV«« iub* Uwairea.Or* riiUlVtlu*
a claim fur the rawalndcrof IM acrvt. L pay higi.tM «a»A
forf*
1 Inrnnnatloa »f iwnaw*
print* f»r «ueh ftlalrn,.
A-ldrvM,
---vaillM. Land Warrant
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AND SAVE THE POTATOES.

Thx Pioneer Tobacco Company.
New York. Boston, and Chicago.

TO
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OU Wkiea, >i

THE POTATO BUGS
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celebrated a poem should have a
version:
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ooms. PHILADELPHIA.
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So
— French

rapidly for >0 oenta.

piYI*JE3 Jb^on. AJL*±M, mi
Ixo Xiox^oast 2r*i.*loe«u

Instantly is none too quick to relievo
croiip. Many children have died while & fire
June.
wair making; Johnson'sAnodyne Liniment
givfll inslant relief : aud is a sure cure. H*lfv Mary’s Little Lamb. .
tealjjlooufulon sugar. Every family should
,
The following is the Chinese version ke€*it in the house.
of Mary and her lamb:
adulteration of conditionpowders
Wu gal nftXQA Mol! had Uoib, ;
otto such m Ditch that one can now buys
Flea all wmee 'wMte snow ;
pound pack of dust and ashes for 25 cents.
Evly place Moll gal w&lkca,
There is only one kind now known that are
Ba Ba hoppee long too.
strictlypure, and those are Sheridan's Cavalry
We heard a son of Erin trying to sur- Powers.

U

oenta

4

Wilhoft’s Fever and Ague Tonic.—

it happen again.” - The announcement was greeted by the class with the
md8tiitumultuon£ applaupo.—iSctt tor's
Drmver^in Harptr's Magazine' for

Ne 5

I

A

CaUlogne/wa.ft. M. BPKNCKR- 1W Wsib’n »L. Ihwlon
USU1(|

tant news in this paper read the advertisements, and the “Don't Foaorr It" advertisement in particular.

let

to Agent* oaavaiotag for the Ftrv
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ASTHMA & CATARRH.

the doctor graciously remarked: “ Well,
well, I’ll excuse you this time; but don’t

I,

ry A DAY

dh*

•25 or •2,500
FULTON A WILLIAM 8TH. (OLl
Judiciouslyused in Chicago grain operations CORNER), N KW YORK CITY.
invariablv makes money. The old commission
house of W. T. Soule & Co., 128 A 180 La Baile st ,
Chicago,111.,issues pamphlet and reports gratis.

Matchless"
Wood Tag Ping

BegonV, Mary had a liltteahape, ‘
And the wool wu white Intolrly ;
An’, wherever Mary wud nthir her athumpg,
*• The yonng shape would follow her oomplately.
—Council Bluff* GM*.
^ .

(or

H.

P

Gen. Grant at the Paris Exposition.

The Celebrated

round Mary and her little lamb the other
day, and this is the way he understood it :

PKHFltoTCURE

Goodipeed’aBook. Bible A Chromo House, Chicago.

XiTCli
Y-Wlth StencilOotflta.What
JLJnJLnJm eotU
Mila

A cable dispatch to New York Herald May
11th says that Gen. Grant was placed upon a
square, American platform— that of the Howe
Scale. The General in faot was weighed and for
the first time in bis life “found wanting, " hav-.
ing lost seventeen pounds by his Egyptian trip.

there was one,

as'

1

all

50,000
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of tne excuse, so long

TOR

money returned) for all (hi woril
/ortMef Piuts, Ucpnoar. Schof.
VLA, RHKI
Cata&hh.

0V* t-t’s
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PieroetM. D., of the World’s Dispensary and
Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N- Y., is the proprietor of the most popular family medicines iuthe
market His reputationos a skillful surgeon
and physician has been fully establishedfor
many years. Would physicians and clergy,
after having tested his medicines thoroughly,
unite in commendingthem to the afflicted,if
they possessed no merit? The undersigned
take pleasure in recommending Dr. Pierce
and his Family Medicines to all wno may need
them
< 1 -J
O. B. Fairchild, M. D., Seneca, N. Y.; W. B.
Cousins, IL D., Albia, Iowa \ M. J. MoOlellan,
M. D., Gairattsville, N. Y.: W. F. Hazleton,
M. D„ Silver Lake, Kan., F. 8. Miner, M. D.,
Veazie,Net.} Geo. Dieterich, M. D., 105 Vine
street, Baltimore,Md.; J. H. Sherrod, M. D.,
Paoli, lud. ; Geo. B. Chapman, M. D.. Plattemouth, Neb.; T. J* Oa^per. IL D., Springfield,
Ohio: James H.- Porter, M. D., Gorham, N.
H.; D. E. Wells, M. D., Bristol, N. H.; J. A.
Miller, M. D., San Leandes, Cal ? J. N. Oamp,M.
D.,' Baladan, Mo., Jos. B. Burr, M. D,, W.
Lafayette,O.; Bev. E. N. Harmon, Elsab, 111.;
Bev. Isaac N. Augustin, Shipman, 111.; Bev.
Thos. O’Beillv, Newman. Kan.; Bev. L. Weston, Buoklin,Mo.: Bev. L. A. Dawson, Homer,
IlL; Bev. W. 8. Long, Graham, N. C.; Rev.
Andrew Adams. Calhoun, Ga.; Bev. A. P.
Moore; 712 Washington street, Boston, Mass.;
Bev. I. A. 'Jhayer, M. D., Baconsburg, Ohio ;
Bev. L P. Pr.iffit, Palmvra, IlL; Mrs. Elizabeth
A. Boyd, Falls City, I’a.; J. Spencer, Union
City, Mich.; Geo. C. Bazsill,B«dovo, Fa.;
Mrs. M. Kerns, Palmyra, Jftl; Mrs. E. li
Daley, Me ropolii, IlL, Samuel Farncr, Java.
Ohio ; 8 sters of Chcxity,8c. Vincent'sAsylum,
Troy, N. Y.

BnownW BroxchixlTnocHta,for ooughs sad eotia.
War In the Karr arid 6URljl4 of RUM. Corwa

Wood MmltoJ'nld

X

This medicine is used by constructioncompanies for Hie benefit of their employe*, when
trict bounded on the east by Fourth it happen again.’
engaged in malarial districts. The highest
AltnontTi
igh not in accordance with the
avenue, on the south by Fourteenth
testimonialshave been given by contractors
, a married man, and by the Presidentsof some of tbe leading
street, on the west by Sixth avenue,* and usual rule, Mr. H
on the north by Central Park. In this had been admitted to pursue the studies railroads in the South and West. When men
narrow strip, more than two miles long of the regular course. One day he was are congregatedin large numbers in the
by a third of a mile wide, a fee of $50 is absent; on the next, appearing with his neighborhood of swamps aud rivers, Wilhoft’s
Tonic will prove a valuable addition to the
considered ordinary, and one of $100 class in the ddotor’s room, he explained, stock of medicinal,and will amply reward the
from “fair to middling.” In weddings with great embarrassment, that the ar- company in the saving of time, labor and
attended with great eclat the amonnt rival of an heir had been the cause of money. Wo recommend it to all. Wueelsometimes reaches $500, though this is his detention,r Without looking up oca, Finlay A Co., Proprietors, New Orleans.
Foe sale by all Dbuoqists.
usually only when a Bishop or Cardinal from the papers on his table, and apparently without a thought as to the nature
is called in.
CHEW

The wealthy dwellersabout Gramercy
Park are veiy good payers, as are those
on Second avenue, from Eighth street to
Twentieth, while the long and solid
blocks of brown-stone about Stuyvesant
Square are highly remunerativeto the
neighboring pastors.
More fees are paid on the East Side
than on the West Side, and mora qprth
of Fourteenthstreet than south* of it.
It is a little singular that the proportionate size of the fee decreases on an
avenge ratio with the wealth of the contracting parties. Thus, a man with
$10,000 would rarely think of tendering
less than $10, while a man worth $500,000 would consider $100 ample. A clergyman of twenty years’ experience
thinks that 1 percent of the groom’s income wonld be a fair amount A man in
receipt of $1,000 per year is willing to
pay $10, but one with five times as
much would decidedly object to giving

*1^ SkSf*,K g1 j

IWKESESSas* GUNS
f

‘

E A F

I)

$

f

’

Sense.

Many imagine all advertisedmediotnas to be
worthless nostrums, and indiscriminatelj
condemn them ; bnt is it not an injustice to the
the
thou sands of respectable citizens who give vol

C.N.U.

mad

'i<W

tts^seU Wall

/* om

to

M and**
No.

rHXM Whiting tg

W

Dr^
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larmcvjs’ Column.

RADEKE & SON,

Hardy White Grapes,

PRANK

DY R. H. HAINES.

Thle beautifulperiodical,the best American Family Journal,Story Paper aud Home Krland. has
Probably only a email - prop ortio rv of been the successful rival of all the weokl; journals
for the past thirtoaa year*. It gained a place lu
those liviog in our cities ami towns are the minus and hearts of our people,and now the
name of Its patrons Is
aware that delicious white grapes, rival*
This year the Chimney Comer seem to f>e halter
ingin flavor the farorita fmitfrom Mnlsga, than ever. Itaf serial stories ore of the most
absorbing and Illvely character,of great power,
can be grown with ease in their own.dtHN1- true to life and fttll of merit, taking* wide ran ve
yards and gardens. It certainty is a trest, of snbjecta to please every member of a household— the domestic story for the mother, the
indeed, to be able to decorate yoiu* table charming love-tale for the daughters,the more
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
or fruit-dishwith beaatifujjwhite clusters
older readers, and then we have stirring adventure
of this delicious fruit, and toleel that you for the boys and fairy-talesfor the children.
Habberton.Howard, Robinson, De Forrest,
are ho longer Indebted to the fruits of anBenedict, 8. Annie frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
other land to complete the variety thought Pierce, and other eminent written, an its regular
centribntors.
The
subjectswraua
trrated of
are verv
j
,ll,e 8U°Jeci*
01 are
to be necessary in the proper arrangement

Legion.

grown and

can

time mention are pro*

this

known

hably quite well

many,

to

New

but pos-

—

kinds will prove of interest

The Lady. This is undoubtedly one of
the most promising, white grapes that have

made

A

fruit.

tgra

large

has long been desired,
fills

the

Lady

many.

The

fruit is

of

flue appear-

-

Office

on

*

GRAND HAVEN, MICH*

flavor it will rank

among the best, resembling the Concord
somewhat, but by some thought to be even
better. One gentleman, upon examining
and tasting it, said that it was the best

.f,

Planing, Matching,

DETST

IKHLIfcT

FRANK

LESLIE’S SUNDAY

MAGAZINE is

W.

H.

VERBEEK &

Black smith shop of

D. Tail Bruggen,

Music, Fun, Science,History,etc., in great va
riety. Each copy of this Magazine bas lliO exquisite engravings of the most Interesting character.
Martha and Elvira are two good white It has reached a circulationand prosperity such as
f1**® R on® of the marvels of periodicalliterature.
grapes that are well worthy of a more ex- It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy It and see for
nly 26 cents, and
tended descriptionthan I can now give yourselves.Single copies are only

them. The Martha is now quite extensive
ly and favorably known and has been suc-

dressaordew$to,pti0n PrlCe ®n,J,

Frank

The vines are vigorous growers
size

quite tender

k
Under

BTXCHTX

and

better than ever

was

(common

wear) |3.75 to $10.00.

IN A

(fine dress) $10.00 to $28.00.

Boys and

children’s sui^, all wool $4 to

$10. Also a

Biiiues

i

|

prdva equally acceptable as black

wad

even ns

May 10th or 10th, at which time

E. J.

Harrington.

f

1878.

ill

-tf

w

the

aud CAPS.

|

We

New York,

have just received from

hotter la

splendidstock of the

a

HATS AND CAPS,

recipeof

for sale at a bargain, at the

Cheap Cash Store, op

small quantitiesof the vines. Almost all

n n H I* not easily earned In theaa times, but
\ / / / It can be made in three months hr am.
/ / ouo of either sex. in any part of the
1 1 1 countrywho is willingto work steadily
at the employment that we fhmlsh. $66 per week
in your own town. Yon need not be away from
home over night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
Ing to try the business. Term- and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
38- ]y
ft

answer for these grapes, except
All kinds of

such os are liable to be covered by stand-

Ready Made

Shirts— in-

ing water. Plant eight, ten, or twelve cluding Fine White Shirts,from 85c to
keeping the ground free from $1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel,Hickory and
weeds, and a few years will only pass by
Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
before the vines will give an ample reward
lot of neckties and collars, \ includingthe
for any care that may have been bestowed.
feet apart,

— Saugerties-on-hudson,n. t.

^

Sultan Linen Collar
Birmingham

^

w H Ifa I# n
wiih a patent duplex curve,

Gringo.

etc., etc.,

too

w

Maine

I

Cheap Cash Store of

^23.

Hardware,

money faster at work for w than at
anything elae. Capital not required;we will
start yen. tlf per day at home made by the
• '
industrious.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
Whereat, The increase of insect pests is everywhere to wore for us. Now is the time.
largely due to the destructionof their Costly omflt and Unis (Ted. AddressTrub A Co.,
Angasta; Maltae.
natural enemies— the birds; therefor,
[j

I can m»ke

That we the members of Birmingham Grange, No. 823, Patrons of

Which

I

will sell cheap

1

.'i

,

.

Inquire

.

M

finch, lark, martlii

oriole,

•

»w»l;

mg

or mj,
bird,
under a penalty of |3

robin,,, .yellow-bird,

Co,,;

0\m

t

v

J.

April

Great chance 10

t

•

-1

1-

14,

1876.

Store,

m

,

W, 1878. i, U-4w

T

moreandmore. v

4

-------Wd

Du. la,, Texai, h„ retired
9

m.

It

Fomas,

Mortgage Sale.

of Nebraska, estimates

his peacli crop at 10,000 bushels.

.

flity doTlaraHiLi^an
riiraej
fifty dollars,provided for fu said mortgage as

oiten
as any proceedings should be taken to loreclose
the same
and no suit or proceed! ng having been Ini
stitnted either at law or In equity to recover the'
same or any part thereof, and the same being now
due and unpaid; Now, therefore, notice la hereby
given, that by virtue of the power of sale In aald
mortgage contained,and of the statnte in such
care made and provided, on Tuesday the 15th

Our, §t»ck

beat.

Dftaura cannot

A

,

boss,

for Mortgagee.

v 1 ~

‘

B1W &ESM11

!

iclne) of Spermatorrbwa or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Semlpal, Lpases, Impetency, Mental aud Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Flta induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance; Ac.
far1 Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’snccestfnl practice, that the alarming copaequen^ea. af
self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing oat a mode of cure at (race
simple, cerlaln and effectual, by means of which
every sifferer. no matter what nts condition may
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radiof

Sent undersea!, in a plahi envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of tlx cents or two
post sumps.’
< I'm I' ii I

•

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland. Mich

be

Millinery

->

Address tbe Poblishera,• fl

;

Ul

. niumiomico.,
41

Aaa

fit.,

Ntw York; Post Oflce Box. 4M8.

la

Sea

1I1
own, 111 mo uaiiHiug uuniuera, was
thill
A vwl elw-a
this day dissolved by mntual consent. And that
he banking business will hereafter be carried on
In the name of Jacob Van, Putten.
Dated, Holland, Mich.. Hay 8th, 1878.
J. VAN PUTTEN.
. L.
PUTTEN.

VAN

»

i

Faacy Dry Goods,
i

A.

.....

vrvf.i*

f
r

JVrW*. ..
.

8c.

And

J baa

a

larga stock «f

»,M

•••
.

«

*-

:;f. ’i<i i
* * .

.

LADIES’

.10C.

..... ..... .......lie.

Hny, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

be taken In Exchange for goods, it

FVRKI8HIN0 GOODS,

T

'

*

hL
“

1 If

Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,

tT

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods; Hat*; Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lncc Collars, Silks and Shawls.

A Handsome

A<Wr®w

Ke*

l

:

on hand.

nftV

day of August, 1878, at the froit door of
tb?A2?rtHo0ie’,n th® dty of Grand Haven, In

maae money, if ! A complete 8thfl|^^GK)ce^je8constant-

hereby given tlat the copartnership
lately existing between Jocob van Putten

w

f* of

hundred and

$F" This Lecture should be In the hands
man In tbe land.

FOR SALE.

lot of

selection of

Dissolution Notice.

XT OTICE

am

of ihe new crop of wheat.
Ex-Grtv.

-7w

11

1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.

g-tf

L

P

sv

for

>

cally.

’

aotboriaedto sell the Steahn Tog “Gem’
on favorable terms. Inquire of

Holland.

We - have a fine lot of ettffees and
need not bo nway from home over
night. You can do It as well as others. Full par
ticolars,directions and terms flee. Elegant and ipiqea, and we have among our large varIt is sold that more corn has been expensiveoutfit free. If yon want profitablework
iety of Teas, one that we oAbr for UQc per
planted in Mississippi this year than ton&neyonr address at onee. H costs nothing 10
tiy toe business.No one who engages falls to
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try It.
usual.
PeoP'e'B Journal.”
Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
The damage done to the wheat crop by
Including Corn and Tomatoes etc.,
the cold and wet weather, is showing itself

4 1*

.j.

’

VAN ZOEREN.

AM

»“®- You

’

, arbND VI8SCHKR,Ottawa
Court CommUeloner in and

» /.

every youth and every

VAN LANDEGEND.

Holland,

.......

W. BUTKAU
J.

DOE8BURG.
.

.....

than evei before at the

, “OF-r-

r

Mich. April

-r

Hardware

Extra C. . .. ...
that almost everybody subscribes.One agent re
post* making over 1160 In a week. A Udy agent
Ndport*Wring over 400 anbscrlberaIn. ten days.
A. who f ?*•*• nmke money fait. Yon can devote Granulntcd ........
all yonrjtlrae to the business, or only your spare

evety bird killed or ne* .rotted.”
Onklend

H.
-1

every town to take subscriptions
for the largest, cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
publication In the world. Any one can become a

low, thnuh, whip-poor-will, wood-pecker;

for

of

HObLaii* April 7, 1*77.

Bird I«t®j*-»‘Aod io person may ever
kill any blue bird, bobolink, brown

nr rob their nests,

south west quarier, of the north-west quactarof
section twenty-eight, to#n eight north, of1 range
sixteen west, running thence dno south eight rods,
thence west four rods, thence uoVth eight rods
hence ea*t four rods to theptace W'WinntoJ
(being a piece of land four rods wide bv eight
rods long, within the corporate limlm of tho dtv
of Grand Haven.) together with all the apporteiiancea thereuntobelonging.
Dated this 25th day of April. A. D. 1878. vf

I3ST

Holland. July

Fine Building Site For Sale.

Husdandry, will in ou^respeefive neigh*
borhooda,enforce the bird law, a copy of
'THE East 45 feeUf Lot 5 In Block
Situated
which we append, and urge our brother
Wetwedi i\ l>. DaeeMirg’sDrag Wore, and P.
farmers throughout the State lo do the Jt A. StekeCse’i General Burs, on Eighth street.

nigbt bawji,

of Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa. I

iUKSDOS : BOW LOST,

The stand la one door west of G. J. Haverkate A.
Son’s Hardware Store.

Etc., Etc.

Reeolud,

bird,’

city

MEAT MARKET
—
THE —
tmmmmr
FIRST WARD.

trade.

Implements,

y

»

thrasher, cherry

~

hw^by
hereby given, that on the eleventh day of

&,

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who with to favor them with part of theii

Agricultural

E. J. Habrinqton.

render their production extremely difficult,
and In some cases well nigh impossible;

same.

Defendants.

18-KjW

The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerawith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

Stoves,

Whereat, Owing to the alarming increase of destructive Insects,which pray
upon fruit and vegetables, and thereby

v

Janua Verduln,

- 8WHKN> LpWING, MoHoagee.
HARRINGTON. r
Ixjwino
AUomeye

E. J.

would respectfully call the attention of the public that I have on band a large stock of

numerous to mention, at the
The following resolutions were adopted

and

w.
Cornelia Verduln and

said Ottawa county, at 10 o’clock In the forenoon
of aaidday, the undersigned will sell at public
anction, to the highestbidder,the premisesdescribed in said mortgage, to satisfysaid debt, attcrney foe, and costs and expenses of sale of said
premises,being described as follows, to-wlt: All
that certain piece or parcri of land sltnaie and
being in the township of Blendon m the county
°J Ottawa and State of Michigan, and known and
described, as follows,to wit: The north-east quarter I*) of tbe north-east quarter Of) of secMou
twenty-three (28) Town pis <») north of range fourteen (14) west, containingforty acres, be the same
more or less.
Dated, Grand Haven, May Srri. 18$.

latest styles of

DE. BILL,
oad eold by W. JuHNBTOH k GO.,

repored from

161 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT.
FOR BALE BY ALT. DRUGGISTS.

late

have

I

14,

HATS

Obstruction of the Brine,
all DlawwMi of the Urhasrj

sometimes received, as well as mailed,

BirminghamOrange, No.

Tate.
Complainant,

L.

Samuel L. Tate, ComplainantIn Person.

Kidneys A Bladder,

of tho

MALE OB FEMALt.
Price# - - - One Hollar#

spring; though

gooA: success is often obtained

Holland, March

and N+xanl Orjcaim,

Cheap Ca«h Store of

grapes. Plantations of grapes should be

by

Samuel

Circuit
County, Michigan.

CONCENTRATED FORM, FOR

Bo nutter of how Ion, lUodlnR. end

tfcs

— ----

Chancery Sale.

r;
’

VAN BRUGGBN.

D.
Nitre

Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,

large stock of Overall’s and

Jackets, at the

Worfcne, Concord, and

R«sohtloni Adopted ly

^RK1D8BMA.

8.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Gonorrhea,Weaknesses, Over*

ing early, rae£i*m,'and late varieties, in

soils will

ij

{

14 “

good satisfactionas red grapes, represent-

ns

i

Holland, May 15^ 1878.

Attention.

Cntt.Jiiiwr&SBirits
of
Gents’ suits

Brighton, Diana, and Catavba will give

the.

eic. |

eic.,

*

‘“Ctl ‘0°r’'tch,‘

a variety of

offer

CONTAINING

very general planting.

made quite early in

lu^“^LhS

Horseshoeing I give Special

offered before in this city.

transparent ;

habits will still further commend it for

Itc* will

Fair dealing can be relied on.

patrouage. «

»

head we

this

goods cheaper and

and very tender. Its
productivenessand hardy and vigorous

named.

always

bloom, and

pulp juicy, sweet,

the order

and Caskets

Setts.

on hand.

I would respect/ullv Invite the attention of the
public to the fact lhat 1 am prepared to do all
kinds af blacksmithwork, such as wagons, baggies, sleighs, machine repairing,and all kinds of
uJd jobs, at reasonablerates, aud solicit their

^COMPOUND EXTRACT OF^.

’

-Pi

medium-sized grape, of a

paht green color, with white

is

po8t P®1'1, Ad‘

Ready Made Clothing.

occasionally tinged with light red streaks.

The skin

^

'

Phoenix Planing; Mill.

Leslie's Publishing Honse,
537 Pearl Street, New York.

appearance. The Elvira may be

a

Feathers, Cheap.

•

LOCATED OPPOSITE THE

e-Sfiw

cessfullygrown and tested in nearly all of

described as

I

Co.

grapes for profit.

fine

)l

-

and Parlor

FOR SALE.

places quite valuable for those growing

and

'

TnK

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail

Coffins

,

a beautiful work. It will interest educated and
another, equally enthusiastic in its favor, cultivatedminds as well as the moat ordinary
reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine published
remarked : “The Lady has the right name. In this country. Every number bas 128 pages filled
It is a perfect beauty.” Its very early with the most select and fascinating literature,
rangingfrom the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
ripening will, I think, make it in some

and hardy, and hear grapes of large

I

.

to

white grape that he had ever tasted”; and

the states.

f

Bedroom

FliCBMrX;
Planing Mill.

WASHINGTON STREET.

16
xcellent Pictures
. Latest Styles, of

--

;

h

^c'h’eYpeTt
.

rPHE followingdescribed Lata In the City of In re-building our new shop we have pur
— —
usefu. information I. Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
chased enlife new Machine^ , \
on Family Topics; Select Stories ; Beautiful Illus- Lot B, Block F, Lot 6. Block G, West Addition $175
trations of Home and Foreign Subjects;Poetry; cacu
each ,; iiOi
Lot 10,
18, nine*
Block o,
8, i.oi
Lot o,
B, xjjqck
Block 11,
ii, Hontn
Sonth West
west
FashiontbleIntelligence;Personal Chit Chat: Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 A 6 In Block
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
Amusing Cartoonson the Follies and Foiblesof 25, as organized plat near the A. L. 8. depot at
the Dqy; Soarto ofMIrth,eta, etc. Frank Leetle'e $225 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $800 each. And we are confident we can satisfy all whe
Laiye Journal illhe fndit bcautlfhl of all the Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$J25each. The
~ . . . ,.want
ladies papers. It should be found on the table of above will be sold for a small payment down. AJs*
evere lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy ; an- the following Lots \ 10, 11, 12. 13. and 14, In Block
nual subscription. $4, postpaid. “
E, Lots 2, 4, 5 and J in Block H. The above will
FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has be sold on long credit and small payments down.
made rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
Apply to,
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
M. D. HOWARD.
best living writers. Every departmentof literature Is represenlated
in Us columns. The amount
W* HAVE A STEAM.,
of instruction,!entertainment
and amusement afforded by the articles, essays, stories,and general
miscellanycontained In the 1*8 quarto pages of
each nnmber of this publication has been well apA RELIABLE Business Man to get up a party
preciated.Every copy of the “Popn'ar Monthly’’ lx. to go to Virginia and settleon a large tract
is embellished with over 100 beautifulillustrations. of land owned by the advertiser, and to be divided
Being the cheapest periodical of the kind in exist- up into villagelots with farms adjoining.These
WE SHALL
ence, and at the same time one of the most select lots and farms are divided into Sharee Allow raU»,
SPECIALITY.
and universally welcome, It must continue to in- so that working men, mechanics, Incipient manucrease in public favor,and rank with the publish- factures.Ac., can easily buy them. Also, parties
DOORS, SASH A.ND BLINDS,
er s Sunday Magasine— the highest among all our to eell tharee. It pays better than any other agency
Americau monthlies. It is published on the 16th Apply
• E. BAUDER, Fenton,Mich.
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; SubOr anything in our line, manufactured on short
scription, *3, post paid, per year. Address your
notUe.
orders to Frank Leslie,687 Pearl Street.New York.
ir--.

.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER Jtm* next, 1878, atone o'clock In the afterMAKE A
noon.atlhe front door of the Court House. In tb8

ance, a delicate greenish yellow, with a

wWte bloom. In

•

Wanted.

ful-

most completelythe desires expressed

by so

tjj,,

Or Re-Sawing Done.

early .white grape

and

,

J have purchased lower' than ever au
wlU Mil Cheaperthan ever before, v

The undersigned dcrlrcs to announce to the
public in
Inge:
general,
........
that he la now the aole preprle
tor of ihla well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his pet sonll attention
to the
the managementof
of! the house
home end
and thfc
thfe wants
wanta
of his gnesta. The house has been refitted and BEfamished, and now offers the bqat of accommodations to the traveling public. It contains ISO handsome end comknodlousrooms, fifty of which can
be had with board at 12.00 per day, and the r*
malrder at the nsual price, Having conductedthe Beautiful Live Qeese
hotel business In Grand Rapids for the past sixteen yean; and'thahkful for former patronage;the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same; ,
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel ace not excelled by
any public bouse In the State, the tables are supplied with all the markets hfford, and carefulattou*
tlon is given by all employees.
Setts
Hoping to receive a libera! patronagefrom the
traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated
by the proprietor, ,
(
T. H. LYON.

'

habits of growth and

its

York.

RE

II

Wb*#

•

appearance.The unusually cordial welcome that it is receiving only more fully establishes the high
estimate that many formed vMien first pertheir

mitted to examine

1

Warehouse &

FRANK LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL,

sibly a description of some of the newer

ns yet

—

Wholesale agent for, Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given
to Its subscribers,

Pearl Street,

at

— A.X4SO'

away

The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with ejght
pages of Illustrations,primed on fine paper, is
published every Monday, price only 10 cents; antheir appearance— a fact that none of us nual subscription, $4, post-paid. Address yout1
will* I think, regret Some of the varieties orders to Frank Leslie's Publishing Honse, M7

PUB NIT
A

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

UC\AJUIUS«

grown in a greenhouse or grapery; bat
within the past few years quite a number
of hardy white grapes have kindly made

that I will

-And all kinds of

ajvttuuuDt
Legends, <aAnecdotes,Science, tHv.«
etc., lUBKc
make Hill
this pUD*
ilcatlonone of the most entertaining In existence.

only be

Can be made by ietaminlng'fhe large
new stock of

.

i
verv
Kautt
Adpub-

very naturally become quite prevalent that
white grapes are

Special Announcement.

Lager Beer.
'
Fair dealing can always be
completed In each number, while Biographies,
ralipri linnn
ventures.Essays, Fun, Travels, Nstnral History, 1011 CU UJHfU.

The impression has

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
H, LYON, - - - Proprietor.

T.

r

,

of the dessert-table.

Wholesale Dealers

CHIMNEY CORNER.!*

LESLIE’S

SWEET’S HOTEL Money! Money!!

New

Style Ties, also a larg«

Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely
j

new,

the

etc.

highest Market Price, at the

Cheap Cash Store of

E.

J.

Harrington.
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VAN DEN BERGE,

eiohtk street

HOXiEAXsrri, mich
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